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ftLEVQLE ST
FE
AN INTEREST-
ING EIBIT
ffN DEVELOP-H-I
GIHS RATON
Attorney Vertrees Coins New Chicago Tribune Lied and Rare Ceremony Will Be Wit-Phras- e
in Scoring Pinchot Knew It Lied He nessed at Eleven A. M.
Crowd Says Tomorrow
GUGGENHEIW1 A BOGIE MAN PLOT TO KILL NEW BANK HUNDREDS WELL BE IN LINE
He Built a Railroad Without Concocted With Deliberate Procession Will Move From the
Issuing Bonds or Purpose to Destroy Cathedral and Last an
Stocks. i Venture. Hour.
SENATOR LOWER
DEFESOS HIMSELF
Washington, May 28. Strenuous de-nia- .
of the charge that he had obtained
hi seat in the United States senate
thiough bribery and corruption was
made before that body today by Will-
iam Ininier of Illinois. His state-
ment had been eagerly awaited by his
colleagues, and the senate was crowd
ed. Concluding, Mr. Lorimer offered
a resolution calling for a senatorial
investigation of the charges against
hint.
Senator Lorimer with increasing
vehemence asserted that the Chicago
paper "lied and it knew it lied," in
charging that money was used to pur-
chase his election. "Not one dollar
was paid a single member of the gen-
eral assembly for his vote for me!"
he declared.
Mr. Lorimer detailed the facts of j
the publication in the Chicago Trib
une on April , of the story over the
signature of Charles A. White a mem- -
, ...1- - 111.' t ! ,1.net oi i ue ininois legislature in wnicn
Washington, May 28. Attorney Ver-
trees, representing Secretary Ballin-
ger. made his argument before the in-
vestigating committee today. He re-
ferred at length to the land laws of
Alaska and said .Mr. Ballinger had
come into the office when the Cunning-
ham claims had been advanced nearly
to completion. He had no interest di-
rectly or indirectly in any of these
claims. He entered the office with the
single idea to discharge his duty. If
the committee should decide against
Secretary Ballinger, said Mr. Vertrees
they would have to cast an imputation
upon every man of the interior de-
partment who had anything to do with
the Cunningham claims. The testi
mony against the secretary was term
ed "Malevolent vociferation" the at-
torney declaring that there had been
no substantial charge against the sec-
retary. Guggenheim seems to be tJhe
bogie of the west," said Vertrees with
nn.l,n,.;c "T nn1,ma C 1c 1,1.-- , ntKol- -cuipuosu. i uiur ire la v.u;i
men, he has his virtues and taults,
he built, a railroad in Alaska without
any stock or bond issue, and with his
own money, and that seems to me to
be a good thing."
Lawyer Withdraws Remarks.
Washington, D. C, May 28. Oscar
Lawler, assistant attorney general,
for the interior department, today
said that he had sent to the Ballinger-Pincho- t
investigation committee and
Christopher P. Connelly and James B.
Connolly, a letter disavowing any in
tention of doing Messrs Connolly any
injury in his testimony before the
committee and withdrawing his re
marks with an apology.
Lawler Sued for Libel.
it was alleged thai Mr. Ixjrimer had pose. One altar will be in the home
secured a seat in the senate through 'of Francisco Delgado on Canon road
bribery and corruption. and the other in the house of Mrs. J.
"The story," he said, "was timed and M. Luna on Palace avenue,
published with the deliberate purpose j At these altars a special service or
to destroye a new banking associa- - j benediction takes place and tJhe fait
in Chicago which I have been or-- , ful on bended knees receive the bless- -
CORPUS CRRISI
8
The procession in honor of Corpus
Christ.;, or the Body of Christ, and
which is a beautiful devotion carried
out in Catholic countries, but rarely
seen in the United States, will take
place tomorrow morning from the
Cathedral.
Tris procession, as explained by tile
Very Rev. Father Fourchegu, the vic-
ar general of the archdiocese in a
brief address Sunday morning, is for
i he purpose of allowing the faithful to
give testimony of their faith. It is not
considered by Catholics an ostenta-
tious declaration of faith but is look- -
ed upon as a beautiful ceremony in
'which the Sacred Host is carried
through the streets for the adoration
;of the believers in the real presence
of Christ in the Blessed Sacrament.
The procession, in which many will
take part will leave the Cathedral at
11 o'clock and consume about an hour.
There will be two pauses in the
. . .
marcn at altars arranged for that pur- -
ing. The procession finally returns to
the Cathedral where the host is re- -
placed in the tabernacle.
The order of the procession is an-
nounced as follows:
Order of the Procession.
The Cross and Acolytes.
The children of Mary of the Cathe-
dral.
The young ladies of Loretto Acade-
my.
The children of St. Vincent.
The girls of the Parochial school.
The children of St: Catherine school.
The ladies of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus.
The ladies of the Cathedral.
The Association of St. Joseph.
The men of the Cathedral.
The Alumni of St. Michael's College.
The little girls with flowers.
The guard of honor to the Blessed
Sacrament, being the following gen- -
j tlemen:
A. L. Morrison Frank Gormley, An-
tonio Jose Rael, Manuel Sandoval, Si-
mon Vigil, Juan Miguel Valencia, Jose
Medrano, David Rodriguez, Julio Sena,
Juan Jose Rodriguez, Cosme Alarid.
Octaviano Rodriguez, Jose Manuel
Gonzales and Gavino Ortiz.
The Blessed Sacrament, Celebrant
and priests.
The choir.
The Pallium bearers, being the fol-
lowing gentlemen:
Trinidad Alarid, J. B. Wood, E. F.
Coard, Charles Abreu, E. P. Davies
Telesforo Ribera, Manuel Baca y Cam
pos, Carlos Digneo, Higinio Martinez
Benito Rodriguez, Jose Dolores Gar
cia and Luis Mova.
Directors of the procession:
Nicolas Sena, Hilario Garcia, Hila-ri- o
Baca, Ceferino Alarid, Manuel Del-
gado, Agustin Delgado, Gregorio Rael,
Adelaido Martinez, Enrique Alarid,
Charles Creamer. Adolfo Alarid and
Luis Lujan.
DISTRICT COURT MATTERS
AT THE DUKE CITY.
Decree of Foreclosure Entered in Case
of Henry Estate vs. John H. and
Sarah Hughes.
Albuquerque, N. M., May 28. A de-
cree of foreclosure was entered in the
district court yesterday in the case of
the estate of J. A. Henry represented
my Martha E. Hart, administratrix, vs.
John H. Hughes and Sarah Hughes a
judgment having been renedered on
notes for $2,200 with costs, secured by
a mortgage on lots 7 and in the
Otero addition, Block 4.
same agent found that the tenant of
the property was willing to pay a
larger price than that paid by Mr. Cox,
rather than vacate. The agent, it was
Washington. May 28. Christopher the work of a trained newspaper hand,
P. Connolly, a lawyer of Montana arid sknled jn the art of creating scandalNew York, and a well known maga- - out of lieSi when it js thought neces-zin- e
writer filed a slander suit in the tQ blacken the character of one
supreme court in the District of Co- - n'ewsl)a,)erswhom the cannot
against Oscar Lawler assist- - tro, Hp asserted that Represen-an- tfor the in eriorattorney general tatives Unk an(J Beckmeyer had not
department. Connolly asks $20,000 Pnnfpssions as ha(, been chare--
DELAY
AT E1LE
Secretary of Interior Gives
Orders to Begin July
1,1911
WILL BE EWARVELOUS WORK
The Largest Artificial Body of
Water in the
World.
Washington, D. C, May 28 The
preliminary work in connection with
the Rio Grande irrigation project will
be inaugurated at once by the recla-
mation service in accordance with in-
structions from Secretary of the In-
terior Ballinger. The plan contem-
plates that actual construction on the
foundation of the great Engle dam,
the most important engineering feat-
ure of the project shall be begun by
July, 1911. The Rio Grande project
will provide for the reclamation ot
180,000 acres of land lying in New
Mexico, Texas and Mexico. It is es-
timated that the entire project will
cost $9,000,000. The Engle dam will
be one of the most remarkable struct- -
ures of its kind in the world. It will
have a maximum heignt or mo ieei
and the length at the crest will be 0
feet. The reservoir will be the
largest artificial body of water in
the world.
AN EXAMPLE NEW
MEXICO SHOULD FOLLOW.
Montana Appoints Committee of Five
to Prepare for Irrigation Con-
gress at Pueblo.
Pueblo, Colo., May 28. Governor
Edwin L. Norris of Montana has adopt-
ed a plan; at the suggestion of Secre-
tary Arthur Hooker of the National
Irrigation Congress, that will be high-
ly beneficial to the eighteenth ses-
sions, Pueblo, September 26-3- and
the state as well, and one tlhat Sec-
retary Hooker believes might well be
employed by other state executives.
Governor Norris has appointed a
special committee of five members to
be known as "the advisory committee
of the state of Montana." This com-
mittee will with the off-
icers of the National Irrigation Con-
gress in making that great "event a
complete success, and will, at the
same time, be of material assistance
to the state of Montana.
This special advisory committee of
Montana consists of: R. A. Carnochan,
Butte; C. B. Witter, Helena; W. W.
Withee, Conrad; James Glass, Bigtim-ber- ;
W. A. Clark, Virginia City.
This committee will go actively to
work, and the chances are that it will
promote tiie greatest activity in the
state relative to the irrigation con-
gress, attendance al it, participation
in the irrigation exposition, and tne
utmost extraction of benefit from such
participation.
Governor Norris, who has been ac-
tive in the work of both the National
Irrigation Congress and the National
Dry Farm Congress, writes Secretary
Hooker, in conclusion:
"Please convey to President Fowler
and Chairman Insinger my cordial ap-
preciation of the invitation to, attend
the eighteenth congress. If my official
duties at that time will permit, I
shall be very glad to avail myself of
the opportunity of attending."
L. Newman, Havre, Montana, is
third vice president of the congress
and also very active.
Secretary Hooker, referring to Gov-
ernor Norris' action, said: - i
"This idea might very well be uti-
lized by other' states. It helps the
congress and it helps the state. The
mutual contact, the exchange of ideas
the strengthening of program, and the
advertisement the state secured are
things to be considered. I hope other
governors will follow the lead of Gov-
ernor Norris."
The board xmtrol of the Eigh-
teenth Nationa, rigation Congress
tJhe local body that is making the plans
for the congress and for the state en-
tertainment of the visitors has ap:
plied this same idea to localities and
sections throughout the state of Colo-
rado, with great success. The five
principal sections of Colorado are
wen organized, and in nearly every
town of consequence, there is a spe-
cial committee of the commercial
body working actively in behalf of the
congress and itself at tne same time.
It is doubtful if the organization
for any irrigation congress has been
quite so thorough and systematic as
in the case of the eighteenth congress,
Pueblo, September 26-3-
INSPECTOR SCHEURICH
DIES FROM INJURIES.
Fell Down the Shaft of Mine at Kelly
and Fractured His
Skull,
Albuquerque, May 28. A. B. Scheur- -
ich, inspector at the Kelly mine at
Incorporation Papers Filed in
Office of Territorial Secre-
tary Jaffa
SAD CASE OF 10. C.M'Ei
Wellknown San Juan County
Physician Committed to In-
sane Asylum.
Governor Mills today appointed
Walter C. Zerwer of Clovis, Curry
county, a notary public.
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed to-da- v
in the office of Territorial Secre-
tary Nathan Jaffa by the Consolidated
Townsites Company of Clovis, Curry
county. The capitalization is $50,000
divided into 500 shares. The incor-
porators and directors are: B. H. Tall-madg- e
of Portales, 125 shares; L. C.
West of Mountainview. Oklahoma, 6M
shares; W. A. Foyil of Clovis 62
shares; E. W. Waite of Enid, Oklaho-
ma, 125 shares; M. Boyle, of Clovis, 62
shares; John R. Anderson 63 shares.
The American Exploration and Min-
ing Company of Portland, Maine. Cap-
italization $500,000 divided into 500,-00- 0
shares. The incorporators and
directors are: William H. Heckbert,
William R. Robinson and C. M. God-
frey. The New Mexico headquarters
are at Steeple Rock, Grant county.
The New Mexico agent is W. C. Mar-
shall.
Asked for Citizenship Papers.
Application was made in the U. S.
district court today for naturalization
papers by Walter Kraul of this city
who came to the United States in 1893
from Horsens, Denmark.
District Court.
Judge John R. McFie last evening
gist died here from a disease of the
Juan county, who has many, friends
here, to the territorial insane asylum
and he was taken there today. Dr. to
McEwein has gone violently insane.
Judge John R. McFie today drew
the grand and petit jurors for the
term of district court at Tierra Ama-rill- a
Rio Arriba county, beginning on
June 13.
ROOSEVELT RECEPTION
TO BE
Will Arrive in This
Country on June 18 Official
Welcome by Mayor.
New York, May 28. The reception
to he given Colonel Theodore Roose-
velt upon his return to this country,
June 18th, will, it has been devided,
be national in scope as well as non-politic-
Cornelius Vandexbilt, chair-
man of the committee, therefore an-
nounces to the country at large that
any organization in good standing will
be given a position along the line of
march. Applications should be made
immediately to Captain A. F. Cosby,
secretary of the committee, and ad-
dressed to No. 146 Broadway, New
York.
Colonel Roosevelt will arrive on the
Kaiserin Augusta Victoria and will
reach Quarantine on the upper bay at
9 o'clock and will leave the steam-
ship for a revenue cutter which will
lead the welcoming flotilla to the bat-
tery. Here there will be bYief exercis-
es and an official welcome by Mayor
Gaynor. The procession will then pro-
ceed up Broadway to Washington
Square, through the Square to Fifth
avenue and up Fifth avenue to 59th
street. The entire route will be deco-
rated with the national colors and
lined with thousands upon thousands
of admirers of Colonel Roosevelt.
As the hotels are already booking
many guests, the committee advises
that reservations be engaged without
delay.
REVOLUTION IN NICARAGUA
APPEARS TO BE CRUSHED
Bluefields, Nicaragua, May 28. The
government forces under cover of the
fire of the gunboat San Jacinto, rout-
ed the insurgents and captured Blue-field- s
bluff. The loss to the Estrada
forces probably ends the revolution.
Death of Sister Mary Pauline Sis-
ter Mary Pauline, a well knowji Sis-
ter of Charity, for nearly a half cen-
tury a teacher and charity worker in
Old and New Albuquerque, died at
6:20 o'clock last evening in her room
at St. Vincent's academy, Albuquer-
que.
RACE FROM PHILADEL-
PHIA TO HAVANA.
Yachtmen's, Power Boat Berneyo Wins
Contest, on a Time Allowance
However.
Havana, May 28. The Berneyo,'
owned by S. W. Granby of Brooklyn, j
won the yachtmen's power boat race
Collection of Ceremonial Ob-
jects From the Puye to
Be Displayed
PIECES OF POTTERY INCLUDED
No One Should Fail to Visit the
Old Palace Next
Week.
There will be on exhibition next
week, at the Museum of New Mexico,
a collection of ceremonial objects
from the Kio Grande va'.ley, chiefly
from Puye. The most interesting
piece perhaps in the collection is an
anthropomorphic statuette, one foot
in height. Originally this bad been
painted red, but most of the coloring
has now disappeared. In spite of the
crudity of its workmanship, this stat-
uette is unique, in that it is the only
likeness of the human form in any
material that has been discovered up
to the present time at Puye. This
specimen has been in the national
museum at Washington for the last
ten years, but upon the opening of the
museum of New Mexico it was return-
ed to the territory.
In order that visitors to the museum
may see from just what part of the an-
cient community house at Puye this
specimen was taken, the position of
the room, where the statuette was
found, has been marked by a red Hag
on tl;e model of the South House,
which stands in the hall of the mus-
eum at the entrance to the Puye room.
In addition to the above there will
be exhibited a series of small oblong
box-lik- e pieces of pottery. The ust
of these has not, as yet, been definite-
ly determined, but their small size,
and beauty of execution would seem
to indicate that they were ceremonial
objects rather than every day utensils.
There are strong indications that they
were receptacles for the sacred pray-
er meal which still plays such an im
portant part in the life of the modern
pueblo Indian, as it. doubtless did, in
the life of his ancestors. But that,
this could not have been their only
use is also clear from the fact, that
at least, one of these pottery boxes
has red paint inside on the bottom.
These specimens probably were more
or less sacred objects used in the
ceremonies of the long forgotten race,
who once peopled Puye.
A larger piece of the same shape
from the ruins of Perage will be ex-
hibited for comparison. Perage is the
ruined pueblo on the west side of the
Rio Grande river, through which the
Denver & Rio Grande railroad passes,
some six miles south of Espanola. The
San Ildefonso Indians say that this
was their home before the coming of
the white man, but that when the
"oakwood stone" men came and drove
them from their home to the Black
mesa, not once but many times, they
decided to abandon Perage and build
a new home where the present pueblo
of San Ildefonso now stands.
By the "oakwood stone" men the
Indians mean the Spaniards. Having
no word for metal in their own lan-
guage, they could not describe the ar-
mor of the Spanish soldiers, other
than by likening it to the toughest and
hardest substances with which they
were familiar, oak wood and stone.
The word stone is used today among
the San Ildefonso Indians in speaking
of the metals.
In addition to the foregoing there
will be exhibited other stone and pot-
tery material from Puye. The medi-
cine bag and its contents, loaned by
H. C. Yontz, will be on exhibition also
in the hall of the museum from now
on.
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES
AT DEMING LAST NIGHT.
Deming, .May 28. The school term
of the Deming public schools closes to
day. The commencement exercises
were held at Clark's opera house.
Most of the teaching force will leave
Deming for the summer. Miss Deck-
er, the teacher of English in the high
school, will go to her home in Ros-wel- l.
She has accepted a position in
the Roswell schools for next year. Miss
Bergen will go to Indiana, Miss Wad-dic- k
to Iowa, Miss Ede to Silver City,
Miss Rogers to Iowa, Miss Kelley to
Tennessee, Miss Iverson to California,
Miss Bonham to Oklahoma. Mrs.
Stocker has obtained a leave of ab-
sence for a year and will spend this
time in the University of California.
Miss Gertrude Webb, the kindergarten
teacher, will return to her home in
Chicago. Miss Anderson will go to
Denver, where she is to be married
to James D. Funk, a prominent ranch-
man of Hayden, Colo. Supt. Dederer
will remain in Deming during the sum-
mer.
The Deming Ice and Electric Com-- ,
pany have received all of the equip-
ment for building their power lineC
and installing motors for pumping.
They expect to have all the motors
contracted for in operation Inside of
a month.
ganizing with some of my friends."
Mr. Lorimer defended Lee O'Neil
Browne, the Democratic leader of the
Illinois House of Representatives
through whom it was alleged the
bribes passed as entirely above such
proceedings. He declared that Medill
McCormick of the Tribune, had de-
clared that the bank never should open
and also asserted that White did not
write the storv miblished, but. "it was
ed, but on the contrary said: "The
charges stand as they stood April 30,
uncorroborated lies of the Tribune
supposed only by the bought
nature of their weak tool, White.'
Mr. Lorimer traced his breach with
Governor Deneen, whom he charged
with personally advising as the prepa-
ration of the White story, largely to
the difference of opinion between the
two as to the wisdom of depending up--
on the action by the national govern- -
ment on the twenty million dollars
Pledged by the state toward a deep
waterway to the Gulf, a project which
the governor favored and he opposed.
'He said: "The governor joined in this
campaign of slander because he saw
an opportunity to throw dust in the
eyes of the people. He used the con-
spiracy to defeat those who stood for
federal in expending
twenty million dollars, and to secure
control of the next legislature. Why
he persists in his efforts to get control
i
of twenty million dollars, when he
well knows that it in itself is not suf-
ficient to construct a waterway, is a
mystery I cannot fathom." Conclud-
ing, Mr. Lorimer said the Tribune had
dogged him all these years because it
had not been able to lash him into
subjection.
Resolution Referred.
Washington, May 28. Senator Lori- -
mer's resolution . for investigation of
his election was referred under the
rules to the committee on contingent
expenses.
TOM LAWSON'S PLANT
IS UNDER THE HAMMER.
San Antonio, Texas, May 28. Tom
Lawson's cinnabar reduction plant at
San Geronimo near Guadalajara, Mex
ico, will be sold at public auction in
a few days. Otlher holdings of the
PERU AND EUCADOR
READY TO FIGHT,
damages. The suit is the first of the
threatened legal proceedings growing
out of the Ballinger-Pincho- t inquiry.
SCRAP
The Western Representatives
Want to KedUCe Appro-- ;
nriatinn for Them '
FROM $1,000,000T0 $500000
Tawney Opposed by Mondell'
Chairman of Committee on
Public Lands.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, May 28. Representa-
tive Fitzgerald objected to repeating
the appropriation of last year of a
million dollars for special land agents.
He is being joined by many western
representatives in the effort to cut
down to $500,000. ' Representative
Tawney in charge of the sundry civil
bill read the land office statement of
prosecutions, fines and convictions in
land, timber and illegal fence cases.
Mondell, chairman of public lands op-
posed Tawney.
DEVASTATING FIRE
AT MINNEAPOLIS.
Four Large Implement Houses and
Sixth Avenue Hotel
Destroyed.
Lawson Mexican Development Com-- j Judge Abbott yesterday afternoon,
Minneapolis, May 28. A fire start-- pany m the state of Jalisco will be sustained an order to strike out cer-e- d
early this morning in the ware- - disposed of in the same manner, the tain testimony in the case of I. H. Cox
house of the Great Northern Iniple- - concern having failed some time ago. vs. the estate of O. E. Cromwell, de-
ment Company, was not placed under The property is valued at $42 910 Mex- - ceased, the case resulting from a sale
control for several hours and destroy- - icaD( an(j a minimum bid of $28,607 of property owned by Mr. Cromwell
ed four large implement warehouses has been fixed by the Mexican courts, during his life time, near Second
and other property. The loss is about The enterprise came to grief because street and coal avenue. The testimony
a million dollars. The warehouses the ore available was of too low a indicated that the agent for Mr. Crom-burne- d
are those of. the Rock Island, grade, causing Lawson to withdraw wen soii the property to Mr. Cox for
the Great Northern, Western and hi sminort. a stinnlatert nrice after which the
! Northwestern. The Sixth Avenue no- -
jtel was practically destroyed. One
man was fatally burned.
PROF. ROBERT KOCH Washington, D. C, May 28. Official charged, then approached the tenant,
DIES OF HEART FAILURE, advices to the state department from In the interests of Mr. Cox and sue-Bade- n
Baden Mav 28. Professor both Lima, Peru and Quito, Ecuador, ceeded in the property. Mr.
from Philadelphia to Havana. The Socorro, died in the hospital here this Robert Koch, the famous bacteriolo- - indicate that the warlike preparations Cromwell, then attempted to have the
Berneyo arrived here later than the moaning from the effects of a frac- - gist, died there from a disease of the between Peru and Eucador are. being sale set aside, as regarded Mr. Cox,
a Scotch boat, but earned the tured skull received in a fall in a heart. He was born at Klattsthal, rapidly pushed forward and that a leging that ris agent should have y
on a time allowance, shaft Hanover, December 11, 1843. conflict seems inevitable. resented his interests solely.
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old and simple village; in sown
USE ALLEN FOOT EASE
The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoe. It you have tired, ach-
ing feet, try Allen's Foot-Eas- It
rests the feet and makes new or tight
shoes easy. Cures aching, swollen,
hot. sweating feet. Relieves corns
and bunions of all pain and gives rest
and comfort. Always use it to Break
in New Shoes. Try it today. Sold
everywhere, 2." cts. Don't accept any
substitute. For FHEE trial package,
address Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, X.
V.
itA i s bY i ( fJ?fy?jhbHystreetWhere ail day long the lazy shad- -ImperialJersey Cr eam
Pansy
ows lean.
And the soft sunshine sifting in be-- t
ween
feet : assail 3fr " "" "Tfi Mitwr j jere overhead the arching branchesIW
Bobo k! Summer Shoes
For Young Men
met I,
Holding me close with walls of
cloistered green
Where scents come homeward clove-
r-lade and keen,
And ways are homely, and the long
hours sweet.
. AVt JSOR CITYAlso VAF1F1Y FEESH YEAST J?w
Perfect fit that means comfortWE GIVE CASH KEG I STUB TICKETS
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES
Denver. Colo. May 28.
The forecast is partly cloudy and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect. gimf $350 -
So ever at a moment's thought of you
Amid tliis moil, I seem again to
stand
In an old lane where we were wont
to pass-A- far
the hum of bees is wafted
through,
The sleepy pastures smile on either
hand,
And life lies dreaming in the tan-
gled grtiss.
with local showers tonight or
Sunday; cooler north portion.
x x-- x
See Mrs. Nosey and the Quiet Board-
ing house at the Klks' theater tonight.
This is your last chance. Change of
program tomorrow.
inter Grocery Co. m! $4Wtw $500
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
ccme to us for a pair of
Telephone No. 40Joutheast Corner Plaza, Santa F:
Not a Word of Truth in It Last i
week a purported interview with Sher
iff Kiizario Quintana. was published in
Death at Las Vegas Romualdo w.llU.n sheriff Quintana was Quoted as
CALL Ap SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Montoya, aged 65 years, died at Las sayins that he had sent for troops
Vegas. He was a widower and was j diiririt? the Taos Pueblo trouble upon
survived by several grown up chil- - ;t,. advice of Judge McFie. Sheriff
dren. Quintana in a letter received today
Painting the Railroad Property A j says that he was misquoted, that at
'
force of painters is busy at t'he Santa no time did he make such a statement
Fe round house, freight depot and oth-- i and that it was not. Judge McFie who
er property giving everything a new had advised him to send for troops.
coal of paint. The Santa Fe has been j District Court at Las Vegas Thejthe only corporation to comply with t)ial of Felix Chaves indicted for
' the city ordinance requiring the paint-- ' (.longing nhe brand on a horse will
jing of the telegraph poles. tried on Monday in district court
New High School Principal for East i at Las Vegas. Henry Terian pleaded
Regal quarter-size- s insure you an exact fit, whatever your foot-leng- th
may be and the new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the rest.
SELIGMAN BROS
Las Vegas B. S. Hales has been elect-- 1 guilty to receiving stolen property and
ed principal of the East Las Vegas was sentenced to thirty days in jail,
public schools to succeed Miss Muriel! Henry Russell and Grover Clark
Hill resigned. He is a graduate of j pleaded guilty to breaking the seal on
the University of Wisconsin. Miss i a Santa Fe freight car. Alejandro
Diamonds, Watcbes, Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware, Deco-
rated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leader Ebony
Goods.
Helen Hodgins of Yuma, Arizona, was .Gal-ego- was indicted for stealing 8(10 i
appointed instructor in Latin. 'bushles of corn.
District Court at Las Vegas Busy If You Want to Laugh drop into the
Judge Frank V. Parker is moving j Elks' theater tonight. Show at S
things in district court at Las Vegas, o'clock.
Charles Williams was found guilty of j Maximum Was 77The warmest
the embezzlement of Tomas C.$30. dav of this vear ln Santa Fe was ves.
de Baca pleaded guilty to assault with , lerdaVj fol. at 3:50 m tne maxin;um
MANUFACTURER
a weapon ana was nneoi $ou. Aiejau-- ; 0j degrees was reached. Peopledro GaMegos was indicted tor petit
larceny. Amelio Garcia pleaded guil-
ty to the larceny of a horse. Harry
Russell, Grover Clark and Henry
Train were indicted for breaking into
looked at one another and said "Hot, ij
isn't it?" just as they do in those h
sweltering cities in the east and niid--
die west. But it wasn't hot, jtistjl
'Mlin.. ovwl v,n " TV..,,.,. . H
Santa Fe freight car.
Democrats of Curry County Organ- -
to sit in Ihe park and many pretty-damsel- s
in white dresses contributed
ize The Democrats of Curry county to make the park a place of interest,
have followed the example of those of ;Tihe light colored gowns contrasted
Bernalillo county and have organized prettily with the rich green of the
a club. Charles E. Dennis has been p;lrk and all that was needed to corn-electe- d
president; Charles E. Duffu.iplote the attraction was soft music,
first vice president ; E. .. Howard, sec-- 1 The minimum yesterday was 47 de-on- d
vice president; Luther Spalding, grees and the relative humidity was
CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT UP FLOWER
SEEDS, ALLKINDS OP VEGETABLE SEEDS
AND ONION SETS, ALL FRESH SEEDS.
F. GORMLEY H.secretary: and T. J. Mabry andFRANK
gknk: M KKCHAN 1'ISK
3.") per cent. The temperature at Ci
o'clock this morning was CO degrees, j
A year ago today the maximum was 73 i
Armstrong, assistant secretaries.
A Pitiful Case Says the RatonOANON43619PHONEBLACK ROA 1 1
US'.! -
Range "An elderly woman named land the minimum 51 with 87 per cent jSlahl was taken in charge this after- - of sunshine. There was a sand storm
noon by the authorities that her sani-jt- o make the weather more interesting,
ty may be tested. Mrs. Stahl it seems it was classed as a "very disagreeablehas lived here some lime and is now; day." i
living alone across from the city build- - i Death of septuagenarian-Jo- hn
on Clark She hasmg avenue. spent
..laokRon of Snvintrpl. nolfav ennntv
If you will "Tackle" our fishing tackle you'll land any fish that
tackles your bait. Our lines are new and fresh and strong; our reels
are not rusty.
Whenever the thought of hardware enters your mind, also let in
the thought that our store is the place to buy realiable (hardware.mulligan & mm mostof her time lately wandering aim-- : age(, 7J) s died while he was belessly about the streets. SheI
ft
jing taken from a Santa Fe train to apleasant when spoken to and seems hospital at Trinidad, Colorado. He If it's Hardware ?a?uWARECo!S We have it.Phofleinterested in all she sees. She has was a Civil War veteran and at onei No. 14,No. 14.had most narrow escapes from time conducted a hotel at Springer j
and later at Baldy, Colfax county. i
SUCCESSORS TOJ. D. MULLIGAN
UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNFRAL DIRECTORS
"APKT 130 RED 125 K
gines in the yards recently, and the!
local engineers live in terror of run-- !
ning over her. Only this morning she!
was barely snatched from death from!
in front of an engine. She seems in
WHOLESALE
Af D RETAIL Weed
Lump
What Everbody Wants.
Evemody desires good health which j
is impossible unless the kidneys are j
sound and healthy. Foley's Kidney j
Remedy should be taken at the first j
indication of any irregularity, and a
serious illness may be averted. Fo-
ley's Kidney Remedy will restore your
PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY AND SATISFACTORILY DONE. ;j Screened RATONYANKEECERRILLOS
capable of comprehending danger
though quite bright in many ways. It
is said she lost a son at railroad
work, and haunts the yards because
of this memory. Her case is appar-
ently a pitiful one. as she seems to
be alone with no one to look after Steam Coal.Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.kindneys and bladder to their normal Sawed Wood and Kindling.her. Report has it that she owns a state and activity. Sold by Stripling- -
de-- 1 Burrows & Co.farm in Missouri from which she
rives a living."
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85
MONTKZUMA AVENUE
Near A. T. & S. F. Hepot.
Telephone 85
Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds. ElDeafness Cannot Be Cured jby local applications, as they cannot j
reach the diseased portion of the ear. j
There is only one way to cure deaf-
ness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lin- -
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
As a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which you now own?
Church of the Holy Faith, Episcopal.
First Sunday after Trinity, May
29th.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer and sermon at 11
a. m.
Evening prayer at 5 p m.
F. W. PRATT,
Minister in Charge.
LEO HERSCH
SOLE AGENTS FOR
International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay, Grain, Potatoes,
Salt aai Seeds
Realty & Insu- -lk2i If' THE Sill! FE ABSTRACT
" "a
Citron Block Santa Pe, N, M Tel Black 76
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb-
ling sound or imperfect hearing and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is
the result, and unless the inflamma-
tion can be taken out and this tube re-
stored to its normal condition, hear-
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by CaTHE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA PE
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
Sunday school 9:35 a. m. Senior
League 7 p. m. The pastor being ill
there will be no preaching tomorrow.tarrh, which is nothing hut, an inflam- -
ed condition of the mucous surface, j
We will give One Hundred Dollars
DIAMONDS 0ja Qm YOKTZ WTCHES
MANUFACTURER OF
Ill!!r,cr MEXICAN FILIGREE lr u"e ndRight Fllted ty Up-t- n
Right Service 4 iWCLMT Date Moihods
for any case of Deafness (caused
that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir-
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for
FRESH EGGS
CREAM & MILK
Tlcohonc Mo 148 Red
MRS. OTTO RCTSCH.
JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OF
NAVAJO BLANKETS AT
THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut. S . E. Corner of Plaza.
ii
i Cut Glass,
China and Silverware
345 San Franoisee Si. G&i. r ti.
SODA PHARMACY
Our Specialty - Zook's poot Be'!
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EVER WATCHFUL
WOULD PUT OVERALLS AGAINST New Mexico Military InstituteA Little Care Will Save Many Santa
Fe Readers Future Trouble.
LITTLE SUFFERER
FROM ECZEMAMP MO 61H FOR SUCCESS
Dr. Garrison Tells High School "Grads" Life's Battle Is Won
Not by Good Looks or Genteel Speech But by What
One Can Accomplish Presentation of Diplomas. j
Grew Worse in Spite of Six Months
of Ablest Treatment Sleep Ter-
ribly Broken Face, Head and
Hands Masses of Dreadful Humor.
Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
The discharges not excessive or in-
frequent;
Contain no "brick-dus- t like" sed-
iment
Doan's Kidney Fills will do this for
you.
They watch the kidneys and cure
them when they're sick.
Alberto Garcia, Galisteo Street, San-
ta Fe, N. M., says: "I deem it a
Declaring thai he would put overalls
against a cap and gown as symbols for
success in litVs battle, and that the
education which teaches a person to
accomplish something worth while is
to be with you toni-ni- t. I note with sat-
isfaction that your superintendent did
not announce my subject neither did
he ask nie what I would talk about.
This was eminently proper for after
all ihere is but one commencement ad
A SINGLE SET OF
CUTICUBA CURED HIM
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Tb Weit Point of th Southwv'
Army Officers by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS
"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for buslD? life, (ire&t
amount of open air worK. Ha':thim location
of any Military School In the L"n;ot. . Located
oj the beautiful Pecos Valley the dardeu
spot o! the West a: an e'evatiot r,f H,7eo
feet above sea level. 'iri!htne everv lay. but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
R'even Officers and Instructors, all gradu-
ates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heato.i. light
edand modern In all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President: W
G, Hamliroa. Vice Preside:,:; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atklusou Secretary, aud W
A Fiolay
For partlculam an1 Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
Superintendent.
I what counts with the world and not
let vdress. Commencement addresses are j
always the same no matter what you
pleasure 10 corroDoraie tne puuiic j SWeet speech and soft garments were
statement I gave in favor of Doan's j declarations of President W. K. Uarri- - with v.uat success
1 have used the t'uti-cu-ra
Remedies. Whn
call them. They remind me of the
story of the woman who went into a
toy store and saw the same old round
of toys; the same old dolls, tops and
sleds. She said to the clerk: 'Are
there never any new toys?' and the
our baby was seven
weeks old he broke out
with what we thought
was heat but which
gradually p-e- worse.We (ailed in a doctor.
He said it was eczema
and from that time wa
doctored six months
with three of the best
doctors in Atchison but
he only got worse. Hia
face, head and hands
were a solid sore. Ther
was no end to the
suffering for him. W
had to tie his little
hands to keep him from
sou of the New Mexico College of Ag-
riculture and Mechanical Arts who de-
livered a stirring address last ni.hl to
the graduates of the Santa Fe high
school.
The high school auditorium was lit-
erally packed with the relatives and
friends of the graduates and other
pupils. Many persons stood on the
stairway outside and blocked the door-
ways to try to catch the words of the
distinguished orator of the evening or
to endeavor to get one more peep at
some "sweet girl grad."
Kidney Pills about seven years ago.
found them to be an excellent rem-
edy and I have never hesitated to
vouch for their merit since then when
an opportunity has presented itself.
For two years I was in bad shape from
backache and kidney trouble and
when Doan's Kidney Pills were
brought to my notice, I resolved to
try them. I procured a box at Strip-
ling, Burrows & Co.'s drug ston and
they not only drove away the back-
ache, but regulated the passages of
the kidney secretions and toned up
my entire system. When my back
has bothered me during the ast two
clerk replied; 'No, Madam, but the j
children are always new.' (Laughter.)
"It is the same with the graduates.
They are always new. When a young i
man speaks to a young lady on a del- - j
icate, tender subject of the heart, none !
would pretend that there is anything!
very new about what he says or what j
(If
Wfills hm &. I!nmn.anvAnd the girl "grads" were sweet
and good to look upon.
Masses of (lowers, including many
beautiful deep red roses remained in
and a half years, I have at once tak-- 1
en Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
never failed to bring the desired re-- ;
lief." j
For sale by all dealers. Price 50.
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
an adjoining room for presentation to
the graduates and stacks of books and
scratching. He never knew what it
was to sleep well from the time he took
the disease until he was cured. He
kept us awake all hours in the night
and his health wasn't what you would
call good. We tried everything but fie
right thing. Finally I got a set of theCuticura Remedies and am pleased to
say we did not use all of them until
he was cured. We have waited a year
and a half to see if it would return but
it never has and y his skin is clear
and fair as it possibly could be. I hopeCuticura may pave some one else'alittle one's suffering and also their
pocket-book- s. John Leason, 1403 Ateh-Jbo- n
St., Atchison, Kan., Oct. 19, 1J0U."
she hears. (Laughter.) But the girl,
my friends, is new (more laughter)
and yes, perhaps the man is new. (Ap-
plause). Then take the case of the
mother, talking baby talk. There is
nothing new about that kind of talk,
but it is new to her and is therefore
very pleasing.
"So the same old things have to be
said and will be new to the graduates.
And 1 might say these graduates are
my class. 1 came into this building
ueneral Express forwarders
TOSeated on the platform were the
ten graduates, the eleventh being
Jake Safford, who is in Annapolis tak-
ing an examination for midshipman in
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
add tr
e World.All rafts o'take no other. i the navy. On the platform sat also
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
FRATEBNAL SOCIETIES.
j Superintendent of Schools J. A. wood, at the same time. I think we put in
Mayor Sena, president of the school some of tue furniture together and
j board and Dr. Garrison. the paint was scarcely dry when they
Exercises Begin. came here from the eighth grade. I
The exercises which will prove such canie as a recent tenderfoot from the
a memorable event to the boys and east. This was a good class then as
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
MASONIC.
Cuticura comfort for all who sufTer
from facial eruptions such as acne (pim-
ples and blackheads), acne rosacea, facial
eczema, ringworm, tetter, redness, rough-nc- ss
and oily perspiration is found in gen-tle anointings with Cuticura Ointmentfollowed by warm baths with Cutieur
Soap. For preserving, purifying and beau-
tifying the skin, scalp, hair and hands of
infants, children and adults, Cuticura
Soap and Ointment are priceless.
Cuticura Scrap 25-)- . Cuticura Ointment (50? )
and Cuticura Resolvent (50c ) . lor In the lorm oj
Chocolate Coaled PU18. 25c per vial ol 60). Sold
throuehout the world Potter Drus A Chem Corp,Bole Props , 135 Columbus Ave.. Hopton. Mass.Cuticura Book, mailed free, ffiving d
tcrlpuou. treatment and cure ol diseases ot tne ekia
girls who received their diplomas last
night, were auspiciously begun by the
glee club singing that stirring air
"Estudiantina." The sight of so many
Montezuma Lodge No
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
ular communications
now. ( Laughter.)
"I feet that they are my own and
coming to Santa Fe is like a home-
coming to me. I came out here with
no friends west of Kansas City but
soon I found many friends in Santa
Fe and it was Santa Fe that gave me
the meaning of the west.
Proud of the West.
"I hope that every boy and girl here
first Monday of eac? pretty girls in dainty frocks standing
month a Masonic ha. ' together and singing in perfect unison
at 7.30 m. was inspiring and the audience ap--
H. H. DOR MAN, plauded enthusiastically. Miss Alonso,
Acting Master directress of music in the schools
McCORD:ALAN R. Secretary. " ; wielded the baton and she merited the LiWEHY STABLEcongratulations she received afterSanta Fe Chapter No. 1. ward for the good work of that CHee., inT U
R. A M. Regular con- - Club The club, by he way, wound an said Jt.
ml vocation second Monday 01 ; up me exercises wuii auuiuer souseach month at MasonicHall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CART WRIGHT, H. P.
would rather be a post hole in the
west than a flag pole in the east.'
"My friends, there can be no doubt
but that we live in the high places of
the earth, (Laughter.), we think we
and again received the plaudits of an
admiring throng.
Another feature of the musical por-
tion of the program was the violin
Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses
Cat! up 'Phone 9
When in Heed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
1 K TV 'Rojmlnr rnnrlnun
S.U1U, tue M.iuuva ui MDUii, 1") live on a high planp .md we ouglltby Rogers Fiske accompanied by Mrs. j.Q haye an(J as,ratiou8.Bean the The violin- -on piano. young Xftw Mexco makes me thin,. jt ,8 theist played with such expression and mogt western Qf of CQm
depth that there was a storm of ap-;- t Agk an easterner wnictl seems
h fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
RATES RIGHT.piause and
me was compelled to re-
spond with an encore. He chose
ever delightful Minuet and
at its conclusion was again warmly
applauded.
Professor Wood made several an-
nouncements, especially emphasizing
the importance of youngsters in the
room maintaining perfect quiet during
Don Caspar Avenue
more western to him, California or
New Mexico, and I think you will in-
variably find that he will say that
New Mexico seems farther away.
That is because the idea of New Mex-
ico is farther away from the eastern
people who have read and talked more
about California, although that state
is still west of us.
Charcteristics of West.
"Now let me add that if there are
any characteristics of the west we cer-
tainly have them and in abundance.
No one but an ignoramus thinks that
THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
ed men out of work. Such men are
like a man on an ice float; they never
know where they will have to jump."
The speaker then gave an illustra-
tion of the paper feeding device of a
printing press and told how at. first
when two sheets instead of one were
grasped the machine was tied up with
torn paper and it requried the skill of
a fine mechanic to readjust it. Then
he said a patent cluch was made so
that the machine simply came to a full
stop when two sheets were taken hold
of. This at least prevented much
trouble. "There are men, too," he con-
tinued, "who, like the machine either
are all muddled a new prob-
lem confronts them or they simply
have to throw up their hands and stop,
awaiting for the educated man to help
them out of the hole.
What is Education?
"Aud now what does education
mean?" asked the speaker. "Educa-
tion means culture and skill. Culture!
That is a word I almost dislike to
use for it is such an absurd term.
Well, we realize today that success is
not so much looks, or clothes as 'de-
livering the goods.' That's what the
world wants, accomplishments. Right
here I want to say that a great symbol
for success is found in the apron and
the overalls and I'll put the overalls
any day against the cap and gown as
a symbol for preparation for the
world." (Prolonger applause.)
Work Not a Curse.
Discuussing further the meaning of
culture, the speaker alluded to work
and said: 'I beg leave to assure you,
my friends, that work is not a curse.
The human race is blessed, not cured,
by work.
"It has been said and said truly that
there is no joy like work. Under cer-
tain conditions that work to be a
joy must be hard work. I do not see
why any one should enjoy any other
kind of work, such as easy work.
the speechmaking. He also called at- - j
tentiou to the school exhibit and said
that the display of the Second Ward
school is an excellent one and may be
seen from 2 to 4 p. m. He then intro-duce- d
Dr. Garrison who was warmly
The Colorado fiational Life Assurance Company
Denver Colorado.
hoiantia tVm rrmilatinr nf this tpvt'l- -
applauded as he arose to speak, for . d ag that o eagt.Dr. Garrison formerly taught here and
was personally known to hundreds in
7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening' in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor-
dially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the sec-
ond and iourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
and welcome. A. J. FISCHER,
J. D. SENA, Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit-
ing Knight's invited to attend.
,
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
ern states that the people are 'dense .
I once heard a man say, after seeing I rtf, VfT0.iT I ITA ncurnra (a! the room.
of the Southwest
A. M. BERGERE, Manaoer for New Mexico.
His Address.
Dr. Garrison said in part:
"My friends, it is a pleasure for me
some of our red soil, that he would
not give a quarter of a section of
Ohio land for all he could see in New
Mexico in a day's ride. That man re-
minded me of the chap who had been
elected to Congress. He rushed
around and asked what the people
said about it in his home town. And
Santa Fe, N. M. Catron Block.mm
'"' 1 j mm,
iB interested aud thoiild know
about tbo wonderful
some one replied, 'Oh they didn't saykMARVELWhiriingSprayt Xlie new Vnrrlnnl hyrinee.Vm.QSw B'Bt--Jl osteon ven-- THE C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
Ark vonr rirn7triiit fnrit.
If he cannot supply theMARVEL, accept nc
other, but send BtamD for
much of anything; they just laughed.'
(Applause). Yes, and any one hear-
ing that Ohio man talk that way
would not say much in New Mexico.
He would just laugh at that man.
What is the West?
"Let me ask you what does the west
stand for, if it stands for anything?
Why, to me the west means two
things, opportunity and development.
Illustrated book sealed. It flrlYM
full nartlculnrs and directions in
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands
under ditch, S40 00 to $75 00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, SliO.OO to $175 00 per acre. These areideal homes ready for you.
If II l ifrvaluable to ladles. HAItVEL CO.
44 fcaataSd Street-- JiW YkVK.
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acreDon't you believe that the real delightThey form the keynote of this coun RANCHES We are oretiared to lnr-nt- f st.t.li-- a mi .- -If you don't believetry. The west developes a remarkable is found in effort RANCHES.LA K( i EAN I)ernment land. We have IrriRatlon enter-prises, needing capital. Moneyed men areSPECIAL CASH LARGEANDSMALLOFFER type of man. Not that type of man tnat, wny do you noys iwe to piay iimlucu luvuiitapuuu WHU lis. SMALL.
conspicuous for his clothes, the foot ball in which so much hard work IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
clothes one sees on the eastern stage and earnest effort has to be put for
when a westerner makes his entrance. success? Boys like that game
But the west does make a certain type cause it is hard work and hard workPDA
of man that is called, 'The Westerner.' feels good to them. Then if you would Shapeliness.You would know him anywhere be- - live, work; if you would enjoy life to
cause he has alertness and adaptabil- - j the fullest, do hard work; put your
itv Ha hna tn have hnth of these soul in it and reap the delights of
qualities for conditions out here earnest efforts." (Applause.)
Dr. Garrison concluded with a few
words of advice to the graduates whom
he congratulated on their successful
change and a man has to be ready to
adjust himself to them. It is new to-
day and it is new tomorrow. Only the
man with his eyes open and standing
1.,- - A i 1 A ., tirifVl rVlO
work.
For Every Dollar you pay as first payment up to
SH.0
We will give yott a receipt for? double the amount
FOR TEN DAYS ONLY
Then followed the presentation ofuu ins lues la leauj u uiuvc vii-- "
shifting scenery, only that kind of diplomas by Mr. Sena. And then was
witnessed the same scene of many a
(Continued on Page Six.)
wide-awak- e man, up and ready, can
adapt himself to the situations which
daily, aye hourly, confront him."
Training vs. Education.
The speaker then dwelt on the value
of training and of education and rap-
ped the machine man who does not
mix brains with his work. He con
Bad BLOODPay $50.00 get a receipt for $100.00" 25.00 . ' 50.00
" 15.00 " ; 30.00
Oar Prises are ths lowest New YorK Prices.
tinued: "There is a great difference "Before I began using Cascarets I bad
between training and education. You a bad complexion, pimples on my tace,
can train a pig, but you cannot edu- - and my food was not digested as it shouldhave been. Now I am entirely well, and
the pimples have all disappeared from my
face. I can truthfully say that Cascarets
When you are in a hurry and want
a good outfit come here for single or
double
LIVERY.
Good-lookin- healthy horses and
fine carriages are here and subject to
your order. "We want your business
in the livery line and will appreci-
ate it.
WILLIAMS 4 RISING
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red,
in a garment be it coat, vest or pants
is its principal merit. But all kinds
of garments are liable to lose their
shape through the wear and tear of
business. If you soil or wrinkle your
clothes, send it to us and notice how
quickly we clean it and press it back
to its original shapeliness and new-
ness. Yet the trifle ypu pay for the
service is wonderful.
Julius Muralter, Tailor
- r
.
.
.
EYLES MUSIC CO.
jcate one. You can teach him to do
certin things that other pigs do not do,
but you cannot educate that pig. You
.can train a man to do routine work,
but such a routine trained man is
lost when he Is confronted by a
change. That is the real reason why
a sudden improvement on a machine
i may throw hundreds of routine-train- -
are just as advertised; I have taken only
two boxes of them."
Clarence R. Griffin, Sheridan, Ind.
Pleasant, Palatable, Potent. Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c. 25c. 50c. Never sold In bulk. The genu-
ine tablet stamped CCC. Guaranteed to
core or your money back. "27
All Popular Sheit Music. ; East Side Plazi.
PAGE FCort.
town widely aud U is to its interests fi. J. PALEN. President.
L, A. HUGMS,
l B. BEAD, Cashier.
FRAKK McKAf.E, Assistant CashierS.VtfTA. FS NEW MEXICAN lo feature Santa Fe as a tourist and
climatic resort.
SETTING THEM RIGHT.
Rccciiily one of the leading news-
papers of Haly printed what purport-
ed to be a description of Liberal an
anarchist it- - settlement in New Mexi-
co. The description would have turn-
ed an American yellow journalist
green with envy and Governor Mills
fHE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS. 31 13 tr.' h r P--8
m nubFRANK Pv STuRGES,Vice President 3 h1 .')PAUL A. F. WALTER,Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER.
til
Secretary-Treasure- r OF SAsTA FE.
Santa Fe Postomce. wrote the following letter to the edit-
or of the paper, which has just pubEntered as Second Class Matter ftt th
Two welcome items of new comes
floating from Washington today: That
there is to be no further delay in con-
structing the Engle dam and that the
reclamation service has about decided
that New Mexico is right in protesting
against, an embargo on the waters of
the northern Rio Grande and its trib-utaire-
Both items mean that the up-
building of New Mexico is to go on
without interruption.
months by mall $3.75Daily, six The Oldest Banking institution in
flew Mexico. Established in 1370
lished it, both in English and Italian,
in order to set New Mexico right be
fore its leaders:Weekly, per year
2.00
Weeklv, six months
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier
Daily, per month, by mail ..
Daily, per year, by mail
2f.
75
tir,
7.00 .75Weekly, per quarter $150.C00
80.000
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided ProfitOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
Mexico. It Is sent toin NewThe New Mexican is the oldest new si.aper
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing erculatfo
j
among the intelligent and progressive peopie of the Southwest.
William .1. .Vliils, Governor, Territory
of New Mexico, Office of Executive,
Santa Fe, April 23, 1910.
Dear Sir Your letter addressed to
Mr. George Curry, Governor of ,
has been opened by me. 1
having assumed the duties of that of-
fice on the first day of March, Gover-
nor Curry having resigned.
I road with mucin interest the piece
you had marUed in the paper you for-
warded. 1 beg to assure you that no
one who lives in this Territory has
Coming to Sant Fe
ELK'S THEATRE
Wednesday Evening June 1st.
Tin- - greatest lmirrnMc Society Kvent
of the Entire Season.
Americas' Greatest Aclor
MR. SANFORD DODGE
Supported by
MISS ADELLE N1CKERSON
ever heard of any such town as Liber-- j
al, nor is there any postofflce of that
transacts a general banking business in all its branches.
3 Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds f
3 personal and coilateia' security. Buys and seHs s and
l slocks in all m.irkets to its customer. Buys and suis
domestic and foreign exchange and mams telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilised world on as Jiberai Urms
as are given by any mo.ity transiting agancy public or
ja private. Interest allowed U4i tim?' deposits at line rate ol three
j! per cent, per annum, on six. months' or years' tLne. Liberal
p advances made on consignments' of livestock and products.
3 The bank executes al! orders of its patrons in the banking line,
i! and aii-.-5 to extend to them as liberal treatment in aH respects.
: as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- -
2 ing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
f. -- t?blic is respecfully solicited.
"j
name m New Mexico, l expect that
some person desired lo write a some- -
be by correspondence and solicitation,
to find a place of honest employment
for every prisoner released.'
"Charles A. Johnson of Denver,
chairman of the Rocky Mountain
Highway Association, spoke on the
education of the people for good roads.
He said that the highway just com
what sensational article, aud picked
out New Mexico as the proper place
in which to locate the scene.
beg to assure you that the people anil excellent Company in nil Elaborate
.Scenic Production of the Greatest '!tiyan automobile 0f New Mexico are honest, gpleted was esentially over written
b! ulevard and as there were 400,000
automobiles in use in this country,
Colorado should attract as many of
them as possi
"Dr. Bartlett, president of the Den-
ver Chamber of Commerce, who has
been taking a deep interest in the
good roads movement, said the pres-
ent accomplishment was but the be-
ginning of many similar enterprises
which would result eventually in mak-
ing Colorado famous for its splendid
highways."
Klnliorate and Kloiranl Costumes and
Wonderful Electrical Kllccts,
A (UTARANTEEO ATTRACTION
and have as much respect for God as
any people in the world. Of course
like in all communities there are
some atheists and some agnostics, but
fortunately their number is very
small. You can deny that there is
any town in New Mexico named Lib-
eral, and you can also affirm that if
any such town was started and con-
ducted as set out in the article the
authorities would quickly take notice
of it and the offenders would be speed
ily brought to the bar of justice. I
also beg to assure you that there are
no colonies of socialists or anarchists
in New Mexico.
Very truly yours,
WILLIAM J. MILLS.
THE
ONE MILE OF NEW ROAD A DAY.
It was the successful experiment of
New Mexico employing convict labor
in building the Scenic Highway up the
Santa Fe canon and into the Pecos
national forest, that led Colorado to
employ its convict labor on good roads
work. Colorado has learned what New
Mexico has not heeded, that convict
labor is most profitable- - if employed
near the penitentiary that is. near its
base of supplies, and on roadwork in
the mountains rather than over the
plains. It is the heavy rock work that
otherwise calls for a disproportionate
expense in labor that should be as-
signed to convicts in order to make
the greatest saving for the common-
wealth. It is for that reason, that
Colorado, after building part of the
Santa Fe Trail from Trinidad to Raton
pass, put its convicts to work on a
scenic highway from Canon City,
where the penitentiary is located, lo
Colorado Springs. This highway does
not follow the beaten paths of travel,
for Colorado holds sensibly that or-
dinary- commercial highways should be
repaired or built by the counties they
traverse or the communities they
serve, and that the commonwealth
should only build such roads as would
otherwise not be constructed at all,
which open undeveloped territory and
can be used as pleasure roads through
the mountains and forests. Such a
road the Scenic. Highway from Santa
Fe to the Pecos, almost finished, and
thence to Las Vegas, also partly fin-
ished, is sure to be, and Governor
Mills and the territorial good roads
commission of which he is the chair-
man, are to be commended for deter-
mining that the Scenic Highway
across the Pecos reserve, so well be
Crowded Houses Everywhere. Secure yourSEATS EARLY,
PRICES: 50, 75c and $1.00.
Seat Sale opens Saturday at Fisch-
er's drug store.
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP, ' ' !
One of the Best Hotels in the WestGET BUSY!
The Democrats of Bernalillo county
and of Curry county have each organ-- '
ized a political club for the campaign
anticipated this fall, or in ease of
Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled
Large Sample
Room for Com-
mercial TravelersPLEASING APPRECIATION.
Professor H. R. Pattengill of Mich- -
statehood, for the first statehood igarii Who has just completed a tour of SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO WASHINGTON AVENUK
There is not much signifi- - the Territory with Superintendent ofcampaign
lance in this, for it is easy to get half Public Instruction James E. Clark,c
IMPERIAL LAUNDRY
For Best Laundry Work
Basket leaves Monday Tuesday
Return- - Thursday and Friday.
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop
Mrs. P O. BROWN Agent
PbjoneNo. 23 Red
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN
t jC r .i rzr--
a dozen men together at any point writes in "Moderator Topics," of
and organize a club for almost any which he the editor:
purpose. Nevertheless, it behooves j "Does it begin to dawn on Mod-
uli e Republican party leaders to get i erator-Topic- s readers that New Mex-bus- y
and prepare for a strenuous year ico is a land of permanent settlers,
or two of campaigning. The an-- j happy and beautiful homes,
of the census results will awake people, good schools, plentiful
be followed by reapportionments in j resources, and a worthy applicant for
every section of the country and it is; a star n the blue field of the best and
very likely that a new apportionment handsomest flag on earth?"
in New Mexico will not make the leg-- i He says further of Saint Michael's
islature so overwhelming a Republi- - j College in Santa Fe:
rail HOTELR'S
Ri . fa i i i I t iff
. E. LACOME;
Prcprietotzees?
can proposition as it has been m the;. "We had a most enjoyable visit to
past twelve years, although there is j st Michael's College, 'the pioneer
no doubt that New Mexico is Republi-- ! scn0ol for higher education for young
can by almost 10,000 votes. It is a!somen in tne great southwest.' It was
nuite certain that the next election j established in 1S59. It is in charge
will show 70,000 votes cast, or 15.000 ,of the christian Brothers. Brother
PLAZA BARBER SHOP
For i3 years .he only
first class tonsoria! parlor
in Santa Fe.
OUR NEW PITCH
TREATMENT
si guarantee! to cure, (not only
tviieve, Diadruff, falling hair &
gun, must be pushed to completion
beginning with this summer and the
good roads engineers cannot get to
work too soon on this magnificent pro-
ject beside which all other good roads
propositions seem insignificant and
unimportant, for they simply fix up
highways that prosperous communities
have been using for a century or more,
Cammodioas
.Sample losa
Long Distance Telephone Station.
cast before at j james, president. It has academic,than were ever
election in New
more
anv Mexico. commercial and collegiate courses.
these 15.000 voters will vote is lhejTh following Quotations from one of
reSUltS WV,0 fr1flovo' lucimrl Hi7 iVia cpllnftl 1T1.iroblem that will determinetoo thritt- - i
les to maintain for themselves, while jand these new voters should be looked dicates tne spirit of the management: other scalp i rriv-itions- . We also
the Scenic Highway is an undertaK- - atter. The Republican pan? is i" 'There is no place for you in the FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION
Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room
a Good One, $
I
' ar ry a c irnplete 'ine of all the
popular hair and facial tonics.vvnrthv of a great common weaitn. s"n """i v".,
B- - - ' business worm unless you are pre
come, except that financially it must j tQ dQ the work the wor,d wautg
HERPICIDE. DE LUXE QUININE & HTCHstrengthen Useit. tor campaigns uii-jdon- "Never in the history of civil- -
I TlAlir.O.floVC
not oe run wumnii. muut, """"'" izat.lon has there been so great a PAS 88 THE BUTTON WK HO TH K BKST,BATHS BATHS BATHS
premium placed on well trained
minds.' 'The young man of today Agehts HUBBS LAUNDRY
as legitimate expenses eat up consid-
erable revenue. It is also a business
certainty that money cannot be se-
cured for campaign purposes except
must be able to do the work required Phone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridaysthrough systematic effort, and
it is to.
We Are
Now
of him or give way to those who
can.'
"All the students, 250 in number,
FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON
If you drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
supper ready to eat and you will not have to
that problem that the Republican cen- -
ral committee and the other leaders
," were gathered in the assembly hall forwithout much:snuuifl set. uininc.. siwpph thp visitor The school
All work is guaranteed: yocr
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
Servinorchestra rendered some invigorating Our Increasing patronage Is thebest proof that we merit yours.delay if they want to avoid umooueafor trouble in tine heat of a great cam selections, the boys sang 'New Mexi-
co,' and Brother James introducedpaign such as the first statehood or
J
This week, the Denver and other Colo-
rado papers, were full of laudations of
the beauty and value of the new
Scenic Highway now under construc-
tion between Canon City and Colo-
rado Springs and the Rocky Mountain
News was not exaggerating when it
said in its introductory lines:
'When at noon today Governor
Shafroth broke the beautiful chain ot
roses, columbines, carnations and
forget-me-not- s that stretched across
the' western end of the new Colorado
Springs-Cano- n City boulevard at Dead
Man's canon, he inaugurated a new
era in the good roads movement of
Colorado.
"Warden Hynan of ihe state peni-
tentiary, said he is already working
fifty-tw- o per cent of his prisoners on
the highways of Colorado, mostly in
the three camps of El Paso, Pueblo
and Fremont counties, and that, he
hopes to increase this number as fast
as possible, and ihat one year hence
he would be building one mile of im
G.I.UPK HERRKRA
ProprietorTHE HOTEL CORONADOthe last territorial campaign is cer-tain to be. the speaker. He never bad a moreattentive or more appreciative audi m
RATES 41.00 A DAY AND UP ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES
"Lest we forget," Memorial day is
observed annually. This is a materi-
alistic and selfish age in many re-
spects and the sacrifices made less
than half a century ago that the Union
mighj. be preserved seem so remote
at times, that even the inarching by
of the tottering veterans to decorate
the graves of their comrades, does not
. . .... . n.
egg's Peerless Hotel1
GROCERS
ence. It was hard to tell which en-
joyed it more, the boys or the broth-
ers, their teachers. Most of the boys
are Spanish-America- but they are
taugh English in the school, and
they caught every word."
It is wonderful growth that build-
ing and loan associations have made in
this country the past few decades.
There are now almost six thousand of
them with assets that are nearing the
billion dollar mark. The building and
loan association is the wage earner's
opportunity to own a home and to in-
vest his scanty earning at the largest
return that safety will permit. Thou-
sands have received their first finan
EUROPEAN PLAN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
Iseem sufficient to Keep peupiw nuiproved highway per day
. desecrating the day witu sports amiHnvernor Shafroth was the prm tihat detract rather than
,i n t It n,, rv h thi-uate- lauiuseiiiems. . ,. -SpeaKfcl, ilUU OIIIIUllB" t...vv... inCipaj
The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every roon. and with both on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City In connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor. Special attention given to traveling
men, Give us a trial if you want first class service,
1(1(1 (U Ule HUtiUl tli: llcuiuii APPLESits offenders. Still there will alwaysing rain caused him to curtail ms ad-dress, his remarks created the most
intense enthusiasm.
WE ARE LONG ON
APPLES Corner of Water St.and Don Gas par Ave. WM. GREGG Pp.cial start through paying a few dollars each month into some sound
building and loan association and dis
be a large number of patriotic people
who will take the celebration of Mem-
orial day as a solemn duty, who will
not forget what those days of gigantic
struggle meant, to millions of homes
both North and South. And the New
Mexican hopes that there will always
be found enough men and women in
Santa Fe to decorate the graves of
tlhe veterans on each Memorial Day
even after the last of these heroes
has responded to final taps.
WK W1LI SELL WHII.K THKY
LAST
" 'The state might well feel proud of
the achievement of building this road,'
he said, 'and when it is fully complet-
ed from Colorado Springs through
Canon City and on to the Royal gorge
and the world knows about it, it will
bring thousands of people to our state
The' tourist is about the best travel
the state can get. Switzerland, a moun-
tain republic of 3,500,000 people, is
supported almost entirely by tourists;
and likewise the city of Los Angeles
covering that even small amounts reg-
ularly saved will in a few years
amount to handsome sums. It speaks
MVAJO, CHIMAYO and BALLETAwell for Santa Fe that it has a pros-perous, well-payin- building and loan
association. It is conservatively man
No. 1 B, D. apple per Box
8 pounds for
No, 2B. i. apples per Rox
$125
25
1.00
25
aged and yet pays handsome divi
isis-i''- -dends to its shareholders besides fur-
nishing thousands of dollars annually
for the upbuilding of the city.
10 pounds for THE ORIGINAL OLD CURlO STORE
301-30- 3 Sari Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p, m.BLACKBERRIES'
The first year of the SpanisHi-Ameri-ca- n
Normal School at El Rito has
been a success. The fact, that with
a very limited appropriation the insti-
tution was maintained and had in ex-
cess of the minimum number of pu-
pils prescribed by the legislative act,
is nothing short of a marvel. The
commencement exercises held this
week demonstrated that the school
is doing good work. From the very
nature of tlhe want it is intended to
fill, it can not as yet aspire to the
high grade of scholarship that is re
Complaint again reaches the New
Mexican that employes of the Santa
Fe railway, on the main line, urge
travelers not to come into Santa Fe
from Lamy explaining to tthem that
the trip is tedious, that hotel accom-
modations are poor and that the at-
tractions of the old town are not
worth while. The New Mexican was
atso shown a map of the Sant I sys
They are now at their best and low-
est for the season, for this and
next week we will inakd a
special low price in crate lots.
has little to support it outside the
tourist business.
-
" 'There is also a moral aspect to
the building of this roadway that
some of you might overlook and that
Is the benefit that, comes to the seventy-f-
ive convicts who did the work. It
has developed the god qualities in
these men and will eventually make
many of them good citizens. Prison
life in the open, under these circum-
stances, is much different from what
it used to be, when there was no re-
formation of prisoners under those
conditions.
"
'I do not believe in pardoning pris-
oners, but I do believe in reforming
them. I believe in shortening their
terms as a reward for good behavior
and work well done, and I believe in
ameliorating their conditions whenever
possible. ' I would advocate a philan-
thropic society for, or better still, a
state institution, whose duty it shall
THESE PRICES TALK
CHIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50c each
NATURAL WOOL ' 75c "
WAR CLUBS 25c '
TOM TOMS 30c "
BOWS and ARROWS I5c
NAVA JO BLANKE1S 65c per pound and up
CANDELARIO The Curio Man.
At the Sign of the Old Cart.
corded by some of the other higher
institutions of learning but it is al-
ready filling in part the want for
Spanish speaking teachers well equip-
ped mentally to take charge of a rural
H. S. KAUNE
A COMPACT
PHONE 20
tem printed in one of its folders which
fails to show the town that gave the
system its name. Small villages are
named on the map and other branch
lines are slhown, but no branch line
from Lamy to Santa Fe. The New
Mexican takes this means to call the
attention of the officials of the system
to these facts, knowing that these in-
consistencies will be remedied, for of
late, the Santa Fe has advertised this
school in a Spanish speaking district
There Is only one regret, that the
New Mexican can express, and that is
tlhere were no Spanish-America- n
names on the program of exercises on
commencement day.
ft
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL EYOU bOW FiSHIM' SPOBTWAN?3
WHAT ARE YOU DOING
WITH YOUR MONEY ?
YOU CAN FILL aBUCKET
.4"V)T" 1AI Osrtt Use the
someIf you will needyou are, tackle, and a few other
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
that you need. Just call at our store end rwj.-
talk to OUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait, the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.
J. V. 1 loj.plt. of Alamosa, is here
oil business.
V. K. Walters, of Las Vegas, is 'here
OH bUSilli'Sh.
Frank Williams of Duncan, Ariz., is
;t Gn-gii'- liot.fl.
C. A. Hnihm, a from St.
Louis, is at 'Ik- - Palace.
George 11. Greenway is a salesman
from Si. Louis at th.' Palace.
Mrs. Jacob Wel'mer t.rurtained in-
formally Thursday aueriioon.
H. V. Brown, a grocery salesman
from Pueblo, is caliiu ou the trade.
Karl 11. Vesper a traveling man
trom New York City, is ai the Palace.
J. T. Lindsley, a shoe salesman
from St. Louis, is calling on the trade
Fred Biggs of Willard, is here on
Lu' iness. He is slopping at the Coro
nado.
The tiirls" Club will meet Mollda
afternoon at the home of .Miss Welt
mer.
i Mrs. Sargent hu-- : issued cards for v
party to be held at her home Thurs
'
t'.ay..
u BRISTOL"
: Si
j fj,
"
( v"'.;s
COME IN AND GET AC.
QUAINTED WITH HIM,
IT WILL HE TO YOUR
ADVANTAGE.
His Time is Yours
PUT 111KTHE BANK
Sr Our Line is all new anil complete in even
J i;l . - l, f r( (lies I a ar,afUUl OSSUI 1IIKUI - nfev--t, fill H 1 1
BANK OXE DOLLAR A DAY 6 a week. This sum and the interest
on it, will in twenty years, make you a comfortable fortune. The inter-
est on this fortune will support you the rest of your life.
Make Ot'R Bank YOUR Bank.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
and more complete, thn ever.
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, iH
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
than ever before.
The Ladies' (line Club will meet at. j
Mrs. Ropp's home Monday night for a
rehearsal.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bardshar will
spend Sunday with friends at the Vai- - j
ley ranch. j
A. R. Prince of Clovis, has arrived
here to take up a position at Zook's
' drug store.
Y. H. Rhodes, a hardware sales- -
mail from St. Louis, is calling on the.
trade. j
J. A. Dye, a lumber dealer of Albu
querque, was an arrival in Santa Fe
last evening. j
Mrs. R. ,1. Paien returned this week
from a visit with her sister, Mrs. Mc-
Lean at Denver.
Attorney A. B. Renehan returned
yesterday from an important business;
Notice our
WindowsTake a little vacation
next Sunday and
take up the Isaac Walton Fever.
ARB & SUPPLY iFEHsRDWSAITA
Everything in Hardware.
BUY LOTS in the COLLEGE SUB DIVISION
OF
Las Cruces
$5.00 down $5.00 a, month, uo interest; to
taxes, no mortage, a ded vrhea the lots are
paid for You cia't, afford to let a GOOD
like ihi- - go by when it costs you
only sixteen and two third onts a day.
O WATSON & COMPANY
Sole Agents in Santa Pe.
119 San Francisco St. ZSZt&? P&one. Fed Ko. 189
Wholesale & Retail
Dealers intrip to Albuquerque.J. M. Archuleta, a prominent mer-
chant of Luniberton, Rio Arriba coun-
ty, is a visitor in Santa Pe.
Hon. Elmer K. Stud'.ey, who came
up from Raton on legal business, re-- ;
turned home vesterdav. iwill Is family U Santa Fe. Mr. Val- -
n m H'oit,mn rt ir,ic,iii, dez having taken a position in thei 2ilwho represents a trouser manufac- - penitentiary.
Dr. L. F. Touver of Vaughn. Guada-- ;
ltqie county, who also has a homestead'
!,t Mulrncp i ill S?nnt:i Vi' on :l visit.
turiug concern, is at the Claire.
The Rev. F. V. Pratt and Mr. and
Mrs. Asplund. will be at home Tues-
day evening at the Episcopal rectory.
W. B. Warner, a boiler inspector
lor an accident insurance company,
is here on business. He is from
--
He ctime to .New Mexico three years
ago from France and is building up a 'Wagner Undertaking Establishment
REJOLVED!
You HZVEK SEEMYOME AT
THE TCP WHO IS NT WELL
DRESi'ED. ybU MUST HAVE
Good APPAREL To REACH
theTop or say There
RE YOU ON THE WAY
UP?
nice practice in his profession. k WOTThe Saturday Card Club is meeting
this afternon at the home of Mrs. A. jDealers in Furnituse aBssSfe- -ALSO
C. L. Mackenzie, Mrs. E. A. Mackey, b. Renehan. Besides the members of
FOR THE HOUSEPINE LINE O L Carpets and Rags -
BUSTER BROWN.AH kiadU of faraUhings from c'linaware to stoves, nt.d
ra?os. Also a lia". assortment of denk-- . chairs, table
audW r.iolts. Winner foldio? go-car- ts for the babies.
They aw GRB v,T!!
Lcjok omr our sto-- k and see if tliere isu'i
somethinfr to itiU-"rs- you
h. J. Dodge, P. H. Kunstvvalter, are
i'l Denverites registered at Gregg's
fcou 1.
G. A. Franz, of Clifton, Ariz., is vis-
iting his sister, Mrs. E. A. Fiske. He
came to attend the graduation of his
nephews.
The Walace Club is meeting this af-
ternon at the home of Mrs. Hardinge.
The guests are Miss Selignian and
Miss Gibson.
F. li. Burke, Charles Daggett and
William Ham, all of Lamy, are in the
city. They are registered at the
hotel.
Mrs. Rapp will entertain at lunch-
eon Wednesday in honor of Mrs. Jos-
eph Jaffa, of Roswell. Covers will be
laid for nine.
J. M. Archuleta of the New Mexico
the club these are the guests: Mrs.
Biigere, Mrs. Weltmer, Mrs. Walter,
Mrs. Sloan, Mrs. Rolls, of this city,
and Mrs. Joseph Jaffa, of Roswell.
Mrs. W. J. Mills entertained at
luncheon Wednesday. Covers were
laid for twelve. Yellow roses and Mar-
guerites carried out the color scheme
of yellow. The guests were Mesdames
Sargent, Hall, Rapp, Bergere, Page
Otero, Hardinge, Bardshar, Asplund,
Reneiian and Nathan Jaffa, all of this
city, and Mrs. Joseph Jaffa, of Ros-
well.
District Clerk Francisco D. Crespin
of Santa Rosa, one of Guadalupe
county's efficient, and affable officials
is spending the day in the capita! on
a business visit. When asked wheth-
er homeseekers are still rushing into
Ornamental Doors. P
,A fi tfZJZ--
Military Institute at Roswell is on
ouadalupe county he shook his headhis way from Roswell to his home in CWYRICMY 1106. BYTHC BuSTtR.6P.0WM Co- CHICAGO. AT THE TDP. 11
I' -- if 1 Kj , ifrtt it1 . t
Luniberton.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the territor-
ial Mounted Police, was at Roswell
t'his week during the entertainments
in honor of Governor Mills.
TT. S. Commissioner H. J. Fincke of
Moriarty, and his brother from Penn-
sylvania, were in Santa Fe this week
to attend the Masonic reunion.
WHY DOE.S THE FRUIT MAN PACK THE
CHOICE APPLE-- ON TOP? BECAUSE APPEAR-
ANCES COUNT.
GOOD CLOTHES DOES NOT MAKE THE MAN
5UT THEY ARE A MARK OF DISTINCTION.
OUR READY TO WEAR CLoTHESARE HAND
TAILORED, FORM FITTING, AND SHAPE RE-
TAINING, THIRD LESS THAN YOU ARE
PAYING.
NO OLD MOTH EATEN STOCK To PICK FROM.
PRICES RANGE FROM $ 2. 50 To $20.00
and said: "No, they are pulling out.'
Successive drouths have greatly dis-
couraged the dry farmers.
The Fifteen Club met yesterday af-
ternoon with Mrs. Palen on East Pal-
ace avenue. Mrs. J. E. Wood presided.
After quotations, a laper on "The
Drama of the Present Day," written
, by Mrs. Frank Xewhall was read by
' Mrs. WTood and was followed by a
reading from "The Shepherd," by Mrs.
Weltmer. Current events closed a
; most intresting session.
' Rogers Fiske, president of the High
School Class 1910, entertained the
class at his home last night after the
graduation exercises Besides members
of the class Miss Lawhon and Miss
Dysart, Professor Wood and Mrs.
Bean were guests. The table deco
RELIABLE DRUGS
AND MEDICINES
Are the only kind safe to use. The
uncertain kind are very apt to do more
harm than good.
WHAT YOU GET
FROM THIS PHARMACY
you can rely upon absolutely. If the
health of your household is dear to you
prove your sincerity by coming here
for your drugs and medicines.
STR1PL1NG-BIMQW- S k Company.
Where your 'dollar buys the most.
are made to perfection from our
Lumber) because the wcod is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
knots, cracks and warpings.
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so
it can be absolutely relied upon
by carpent-r- s arid builders, a--
all sensible, wide-awa- ke archi-
tects hereabouts particularly
mention our Lumber in their
specifications.
Charles W. Dudrow
Judge John R. McFie will go to Las
Vegas next week to relieve Judge
Frank V. Parker who must return to
Las Cruces on court business.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul-
livan made a trip today with a party
of visitors to the dam construction
work on the Arroyo Hondo, six miles
south of Santa Fe.
Social Agent W. H. Olcott and Cen-
sus Supervisor Paul A. F. Walter left
this afternoon for Las Vegas to make
sure that the Meadow City is given a
complete census count.
Dr. W. E. Garrison, of Mesilla Park,
who delivered the commencement ad-
dress last evening, will go to Las Ve-
gas to delivere the commencemeit ad-
dress at the Normal University there.
TOWNSEND & CO.
WE ARE FORBUILDING A REPUTATION
HONEST DEALING
rations were black and red, the class
colors. Mr. Fiske piayed several vio-
lin solos and Mrs. Pean selections on
the piano.
Henry Grant, the prosperous Rio
Arriba county merchant, returned yes-
terday from New York where he had
been the past few months with his
family; who will follcw him to NVw
Mexico in a few days. Mr. Grant's
PANSY PLANTS NOW.C. A. RISING
AGENT FOR Miss Mary McFie who has just grad-
CLARENDON
GARDRN
R, V.BOYLE Mgr.
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
DESIGNS.
Bills Bros. MonumeFital Co.
OF DE VER
uated from the Busch Conservatory of . son, David, though only 17 years ofMusic at Chicago, and who has wotiL js makiiiir a remarkable record aslaurels as a musician, is home with CUREfrDON POULTR? YARDS ARK SELLING Ol'T!FRESH LAI D EGeiS every dy
a playwright and student in New York
City University. He is in the junior
year. Mr. Grant and family will spend
the sumer at their home at Abiquiu.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
ALL r;KAl)KS OK MARBLK A GRAXITK
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE". PRICKS
125 Palace Ave. Santa Fe, N. Mex.
lier parents, Judge and Mrs. John R.
McFie.'
Hon. Zacarias Valdez, who repre-
sented San Miguel county in the leg-
islature for several terms has moved
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White iVyandottes. Chickensare yarded In the orchard under the t rees and fed ou clean wholesome food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoninrEUGS FOR HATCHING.
Hour ecinc service BAYand
NIGH Tn and After March 1st.
Wfoe up those dfasfe pt 2k space next week for Electric Ironsand Electrical Cnnlcina SnprSnhm.&
Santa Fe Water AND l ight Company
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CAP AND GOWN FOR SUCCESS.
WOULD PUT OVERALL AGAINSTLouis Rocky i, &.ill within the line of duty, when he shotVargas.The petition by last evening hadbeen signed by a large per cent of the
business men of Central avenue and
intersecting streets. It will likely be
presented to the court today.
(ContiiHR.l From Page Three.)
n i n
coninn for there was them naiiway uompany i same fondling ol cuertsneu uipiomas, A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.One of the most valuable qualities of Mother's Friend is
that it safe-guard- s the future health of the mothe.. It is a
liniment to be applied externally to the body, the use of
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
tryIf you are In need of anything,
a Xew Mexican Want Ad.PASSENGER SCHEDULE
the same happy smile on youthful
faces and the same reflection of that
joy in the faces of the relatives and
friends who filled the auditorium.
The sweet girl grad had come into
her own, and soon she was to be show-
ered with flowers while her comrade,
i. Ki':ul Down In cll'i'i-- l Mai-i-l- i 1st lbio (Koail I'p) and ducts, prevents lumps forming in the breasts, and relieves the pain, nervous-
ness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer.
When Mother's Friend is used regularly it fits and prepares the system for an
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this
21
.STATU iNSMiles 20
l.v lu; MoiiH-s- , X. M..,Ar 5 no HI G. A . R.Encampmentof the ol her sex, was to receive theCitpulin !f 4 15lti20 . Vitfil warm hand c lasp of a fond father or great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby conies, and recover7 30If S 20if S 35!f 8 50
'f 10
9 35
f 4 05
f 3 45
f 3 25 more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores.devoied brother. It was a pretty sight,Thompsoni 'unniiiglmm
v Clifton House X. M .. Lv
l.v Ktiton, X. M . A r
Ar Clifton House, X. M..I.V
Write for our freo book for expectant mothers.
THE BRADFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.2 302 50 3 55l12 in 0U9 40
a sis-li- t witnessed but once a year.
Mr. Sena's Address.
President Sena, in his address to
tlie graduates said:
"Young Ladies and Gentlemen of the
l.v.12
IN 9 i
12 Ml
U 37
11 37
11 20
11 00
10 40
1(1 M
Clifton House N" M.Ar.
SPreston
Koeliloi-.niiietio-
4 12
4 30
4 5ll
i 10
Ar
:i.v
2 Koetiler
Reforma, notable largely for half a
dozen large statues of famous men, in-
cluding Cuauhtemoc, one of the Aztec
emperors of Mexico of the long ago.
The beauty and dignity of the Hum- -
Graduating Class:
"1 desire on behalf of the members
of the school hoard and myself, to ex-
tend to you our heartiest congratula
08 j Colfax." "...'1'jlo'lO
7r. Cerrososo 9 42
S2 jAr Cimarron I.vj 9 25
,S2 l.v Cimarron Ari 8 55
88 j Nash ti 47
38 Harlan fg 37
94 !Ar Utf Park, X. M. I.vi 820
5 50
6 08
11 S 35
00
n os
17 18
7 35
LAS VEGAS, N. M.
JUNE 8 and 9, 1910.
Round Trip Rate from
SANTA FE, N. m
$4.05
Tickets on Sale
JUNE 6, 7. 8.
Return limit June 11th, 1910
SANTA FE ALL THE WAY.
l,i.-- ..tnt,,,. the ctQtolv thnntlifill f
CENTENNIAL OF
MEXICAN FREEDOM.
Federal City is Sprucing Up for Gala
Occasion Next September Free
Soap and Wash Tubs.
Mexico City, May US. Four flags
used in the wars of the intervention
and of reform in the southern part of
9 tions on your graduation. You have
just received from us the highest hon pose of the figure, are indicative of
the scholar and gentleman, and- bear-
ing and dress are those of a traveler.
The statue is pronounced in Ger-
many a notable work of art, broadly
ors wnien me sama i'e nign scnooi
ciiii confer on you. Xo doubt some
or" vou will enter college in quest of
some higher education and .further
learning. Others will perhaps enter the
battles of life, but which ever path
comprehensive in us conception, aim (
iiConneiMs with K. P. & S. V. Ry, train No. 121 arriving in Dawson, X, M. at 6:15 p. iConnects with K. l'.S, W. Ky. train No. 123 leaving Paw-so- X,M. at 9:55a. m.SStage for Van Houten X, M, meets t rains at Preston X. M.
I1, i S. Passenger trains arrive ami depart from PeMoinos as follow:XOKTH P.Ot'NP: SOUTH BOON' l
No. 1. 4.48 a. m. No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 7. 6 49 p in. No, 2. 11. 11 p, in.Track connection with A. T. A. S. 1'. Ry. at Raton and Preston with C, v S. Ky. atPes Moines K P, S. W. Ky. at Colfax, X M, and Cimarron A Xorthwestern at
Cimarron, X. M, which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Kayado
and Ked Lakes. N. M
I'te Park, N. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M.Arroyo Seco, Aurora.
P.aldy Black Lakes. Cerro. Kliil)etlitown. I.oho, Questa. Kanchos de Taos, KedKiver City. Tulpa, Taos and Twining.
Pally. fFlag, tPiiily except Sunday
well worthy the exalted station of the
Mexico have recently been given to j
the National Museum by Melchor Al-- 1
t
varez, son of General .lose Justo Al- - j
varez, one of the leaders in the great j
reform movement of 1S56 and 1S57.
royal donor.
The official presentation of the gift
of the German emperor to Mexico will
be a pleasing feature of the
you take, we hope that you will
achieve success and that you will do
whatever you undertake with that
same earnestness and faithfulness
which has characterized you for the
hist four years of your high school
CHEAP ROUND TRIP
RATES
TO ALL POINTS VIA
Powder smoke, and large holes torn
by bullets, and cannon shells, areE. J. DEDMAN,
Superintendent,
Ratjn, N.
VAN HOUTEN,
V. P. & G. M.,
Raton, N. r
M. WILLIAMS,
G. P. Agent,
Raton, N. M.
work. I
.happen to know that you all amble evidences ot the tact that the j
M.
nntrnlnew PDCfl UOJ III 01
have worked faithfully and earnestly flags were in many battles,
and have no doubt that you will do so One of the old flags is of silk, 84
in the future. centimeters wide and so torn that its
"You have listened very carefully length cannot be measured. It is of
to the address of Professor Garrison, green, white and red, bearing the Mex-an- d
I wish to ask you to apply the ican eagle wearing an imperial crown,
good counsel which he has given you The flag was taken by General Al- -
A pain prescription is printed upon
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop's Pink Pain
Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
if this formula is not complete. Pain
means congestion, blood pressure.
Head pains, womanly pains, pains any-
where get instant relief from a Pink
Pain Tablet. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
Effective Jam 2nd, 1910
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05in your future lite. ou are all chu- - varez in a battle in the state of la-dre- n
of New Mexico, some of you by basco.
ASK FOR TICKETS
SHIP YOUR FREIGHT birth others by adoption and we are One of the three flags is of bunting,
certainly proud of you and hope that also of the three colors, slightly larg--
ASBURY PARK
BOSTONASK FOR CLEMENCYwe will never have occasion to be er than the one above mentioned. It FOR POLICEMAN GUAVARA.
'CHICAGOotherwise than proud of you, that in was carried by a Tabasco regiment
all undertakings or future doings you when General Alvarez marched upon He Thought He Was Acting Fully
Within the Line of Duty When
He Shot Vargas.
$73.70
$77.95
$50.35
$60.35
$44.60
$35.35
$44.35
$75.15
will so demean yourselves in such a and attacked Mexico City on April 2,
manner that, you will show by your 1859. The third flag is black, and was
actions that you are true sons of New carried by a corps of engineers.
Mexico and will do credit to our be- - Chicago Will Be Represented,
loved Territory. i Chicago will in all probability be
"There are in life manv trials and
From Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso & Southwestern System
The Best Route - East or West
DETROIT
HOT SPRINGS
KANSAS CITY
ST. LOUIS
NEW YORK
Albuquerque, May 28. A committee
of local businessmen yesterday began
a petition, requestingtribulations and you are about to en- - that will be officially represented at :lr?UlatvfJudge Abbott, of the district court, to
suspend the sentence of not less than
one year nor more than two years in
the territorial penitentiary, pronoun
ced in the case of Policeman Tony
ter the turmoil of life. You will find the celebration. C. E. Ferguson, of
that it. is hard to please everybody, Mexico City, has already put the prop-bu- t
I would advise you that you so nsition before the Chicago Board of
conduct yourselves in the future that Trade, and also before individual mer-n- o
one need be ashamed of you. If chants, manufacturers and mining
in after life you get to a point that men pointing out the importance and
you may not Know what to do, how to advantages of such an exhibit,
act in order to please people I would jt is understood that Mr. Ferguson
say, first satisfy your own conscience, will apply t0 the secretary of fomento,
assure yourself that you are right, pending the manner in which his pro- -
DAYLIGHT TRAIN
BETWEEN
Santa Fe & El Paso
a deadly weapon on Francisco Vargas
who died some weeks later.
The petition recites that the sign-
ers have no complaint or criticism of
For Rates and full information address
EUGENE A. FOX,
G.F.&P. A.
El Paso Texas.
the sentence but ask the clemency ofposal is received in Chicago, asking for the court on tttie grounds that the offl- -
mat you are doing tne win ot uoci
and then you will not be mistaken.
"My dear young ladies and young
a concession which will permit the op
ening of the exposition and the imnor- -
in behalf of the school tation of the exnil)its through the cus- -
cer had previously borne an excellent
reputation and had shown himself a
good citizen. The petition further
states that the signers believe that
the officer thought he was acting fully
gentlemen,
board and
speed."
myself I wish you God toms houses of Mexico.
It is considered here to be more
than likely that a number of the larger
. Train Leaves Santa Fe 8:45
a. m. Daily.
Tor information regarding freight
'
and passenger rates etc. Call
at city office, Laughlin Block
or Phone 145.
HOTEL ARRIVALS cities of the United States, where ;
many citizens are vitally interested in j
tnis country, will have similar exniDits
here during Centennial celebration
month. It is thought that by such
Palace.
C. A. Bruhms, Chicago; W. H.
Rhodes, St. Louis; W. E. Garrison, means American products will be for-
cibly brought to the attention of the J. G. EADS,
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.t nmwiinr rr Bnr
Mesilla Park; H. W. Brown, Pueblo;
G. A. Franz, Clifton; Henry Grant,
Abiquiu; J. W. Hopple, Alamosa;
George H. Greenway, St. Louis; Hans
Reig, Milwaukee; J. T. Lindsley, St.
Louis; W. E. Walters, Las Vegas;
FROM
June 1st to September 30th
Summer Tourist Rates
In Effect
To All Eastern and Western Points
Via The
Karl H. Veeper, New York City; A. R.
Mexican consumers.
Free Soap and Free Wash Tubs.
Free wash tubs, free baths and a
barber who will give his services
gratis to those who cannot pay are
among the strikingly novel features
of the plans for keeping the poorer
classes neat and clean during next
September.
Governor Guillermo de Landa y
who is chief executive of the
federal district of this county, is the
official who has ordered free baths and
a free barber. Governor Landa is con-
sidered a great friend of the poor peo- -
V
xcursi
Prince, Clovis.
Claire.
J. S. Healey, Denver; B. M. Wrtz-ma-
Louisville; S. J. Kelso, Rocky
Ford, Colo.; W. B. Warner, Denver; J.
M. Archuleta, Lumberton.
Gregg's.
Frank Williams, Duncan, Ariz.; Wil-
liam S Howard. Agricultural C.nllesre: It was he whoCarpio Lobato, Lincoln; William ?,e of this. c"try.first organized the up-li- ft movement,
TO CALIFORNIA and RETURN
Los Angeles or
San Diego, $35.20
San Francisco --- --- 45.20
s
ENUER & RIO GRANDER. R.
For Information as to Rates, Accomodations etc.
Call on or Write
Portland or Seattle 60.90ONEWAYVIA
Back with, Alamosa; J. A. Dye, Albu-
querque; C. L. MacKenzie, Mrs. E. A.
Maekey, F. J. Dodge, P. H. Kunst-walte- r,
Denver; E. P. Smith, Kansas
City; P. C. Peterson, Durango.
Coronado.
J. Sandoval, La Cienega; Harry
Hubbard, Fred Townsend, Jr., New
Mexico Military Institute; K. Ogand,
Gallup; Miss Lunona, Balton; George
Sibley, Tres Piedras; Frederick Biggs,
Willard; D. H. Hallo way, Estancia; F.
E. Burke, Charles Daggett, William
Ham, Lamy.
ON SALE JULY 2nd to 8th, SEPT. 1st to 7th
SEPT. 24th to 30th, LIMIT THREE MONTHS
BUT NOT TO EXCEED OCTOBER 31 t 1910- -
TO NORTHWEST and RETURN
or W. D. SHEA
T. F. & P. A.
P. H. McBRIDE
Agent
Santa Fe, N, M,
e
and spent thousands of dollars to help
elevate the working people of the fed-
eral district. He rented theaters so
that the poor might attend moving
picture shows. Between the pictures
he and his friends delivered lectures.
Now he will establish free night
schools. His plans include a huge
park where the working men and their
families can go every Sunday after-
noon and enjoy amusement free of all
cost.
Society of Mexican Lawyers.
The organizatio of a large society
of Mexican lawyers, or "licenciados"
in every state of the republic is the
plan of a prominent Mexico City at-
torney. He wants the lawyers of the
country to celebrate the coming Cen-
tennial in September in that way.
It is said that such a society would
prove a great benefit to the attorneys,
enabling them to work for the uni-
formity of the laws and to
for needed reforms along certain lines
that interest professional men. Among
other things a fraternal feature is sug-
gested.
A meeting of the lawyers of the cap-
ital will probably be held at an early
date to consider the proposition. At
CTFor
More than Three Decades.
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
household favorite for all ailments ofFANS MAY WITNESS
TWO GAMES TOMORROW.
PORTLAND
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER
& VICTORIA
games tomorrow.
The line up will be as follows:
Athletics R. Cortez, c; N. Baca p;
A. Rivera 1st b; M. Gorman 2d b; C.
Padilla, 3d b: .1. Mondragon, ss; H.
Delgado, If; P. Martinez, cf; G. Saiz,
the throat, chest and lungs. For in-
fants and children it is best and safest
as it contains no opiates and no harm-
ful drugs. None genuine but Foley's
Honey and Tar in the yellow package.
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
& Co.
College Grounds Will Be the Place
Games Called 1:30 and 3:30
p. m.
rf; R. Mondragon, sub.
College P. Sanchez, c; W. E. Par-
sons, p; S. Tafoya, 1st b; F. Savage,
2d b; L. Schutz, 3d b; E. Schutz, ,ss;
P. Frank, If; C. Anaya, cf. Coffonado Cafe
Two baseball games will be played
at the college grounds tomorrow. The
first game will be at 1:30 p. m. be-
tween the Santa Fe Athletics and the
St. Midhael's college team, and the
second game will be at 3:30 p. ra. be-
tween the Salmon Grays and the In-
dian school team.
Both games are going to be good
games as all the teams are in good
condition. Bill Parsons of the Salmon
Grays will pitch for the college team
in the first game. While Baca will be
in the box for the Athletics. Grover
the meeting it ist probable that plans
to fittingly celebrate the Centennial
of Mexican independence by the at- -'
Otf SALE MAY 28 ta to JUNE 3rd JULY"
9th to 16th. LIMIT AS ABOVE.
TO THE EAST and RETURN
Chicago --- - $50.35
St. Louis - 44.35- - - - -
Kansas City - - - - - 35.35
Denver - - 21.10
Colorado Spring 18.15
Pueblo - 16.15
ON SALE DAILY AFTER JUNE 1st,
RETURN LIMIT OCT. 31st 1910.
Other California Excursions run daily June 1st, to Sept.
30th at slightly higher fare than quoted sbvo.
Call on or address fl, S. LutZ, Agent, Santa Fo
N-
-
M-
-
torneys as a whole will be discussed.
Present From Emperor of Germany.
The emperor of Germany will pre-
sent a magnificent gift to the Mexi-
can people next September. The pres-
ent is a large and handsome statue of
Baron Alexander von Humboldt.
Photographs of the statue have just
reached ' this capital, together with a
Hightower who is winning fame as a
RELISHES.
Sliced Tomatoes 10c Chow Chow 10c
Sliced Cucumbers 10c.
Mock Turtle Soup 10c.
Boiled Mackerel wiuh Potatoes 10c.
Fillet of Beef Tenderloin,
Mushrooms 2,")C.
Macaroni Spanish 20c.
Curried Chicken Gibets,
With Rice 20c.
Prime Roast Beef, au jus, 25c.
Roast Chicken with Dressing 30c.
Cold Roast Beef, Potato Salad 20c.
Mashed Potatoes, Stewed Turnips
Asparagus in Butter 5c.
Apricot Pie 5c Chocolate Pie 5c
Banana Fritters
Strawberries and Cream 15c.
Sliced Oranges 10c.
If your Stomach, Heart, or Kidneys
are weak, try at least, a rsw doses only
of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In five or
ten days only, the result will surprise
you. A few cents will cover the cost.
And here is why help comes so quick-
ly. Dr. Shoop doesn't drug the Stom-
ach, nor stimulate the Heart or Kid-
neys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative goes
directly to the weak and failing
nerves. Each organ has its own con-
trolling nerve. When these nerves fail,
the depending organs must of neces-sti- y
falter. This plain, yet vital truth
clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's Restora-
tive is so universally successful. Its
success Is leading druggists every-
where to give it universal preference.
A test will surely tell. Sold by Stripling-B-
urrows & Co.
slab artist will twirl for the Salmon
Grays.
Dan C. Ortiz of the Athletic club,
said this morning that the is sure his
team will win by a large score. His
letter from the sculptor, Ernst Freso. I
He says he has carried out the ideas
he has conceived of the great ex-
plorer and scientist.
i
The Humboldt statue will occupy
men are all practicing daily and are
playing fast ball. Baca, the Athletic's
pitcher, is in very good condition and
expects to pitch a good game. Every some prominent place in Mexico City,
body is invited to attend the ball Tea 5c Stewed Prunes 5c. Coffee 5c probable on the famous Peseo de la
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notes. THE SHOE FOR REAL MEN- -SirKniahL
FOR RF..VI- '- Fm riisiu d room, i'se
of bath, l..idv ot;h. I T Johnson St.A man's shoe built
for business for
easy walking for
foot comfort.
A man's shoe with
sty le, snapand shape
keeping strength.
A man's shoe that
is smooth, inside
and out looks
good, feels good.
SiHCnkriL
A man's shoe that
is made to please
the foot and purse.
No better than many other shoes,
except:
1 The leathers are selected, tested and
proved hy experts.
2 The trimmings are likewise.
3 The shoemakers are tried oat before be-
ing employed and make nothing but
these shoes.
points
make
There
Wertheimer-Swart- s Shoe
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
These are but three
of excellence which
it THE Man's Shoe.
are more.
CUSTOM MADE BY
see the drunkard himself go reeling
home to abuse his frightened family.
Surely thev ought to reioice when
they are forced out of the miserable
I radio.
PLVYS AND PLAYERS
The seat sale for Faust opened this
morning at Fischer's drug store and
it is thought that there will be a big
house Wednesday night, June 1, when
Sauford Dodge and his company come
(here after playing in the Duke City,
i In the range of the drama there is
no feminie character that, can excel
j in beauty, simplicity and yet with all
in wonderful dramatic intensity, the
role of the wronged fate stricken beau-jtifu- l
Marguerite, Miss Adelle Xicker- -
son gives this role all the simple dig-- !
nity, the careful reading, the heart
(breaking pathos the dramatic intensi- -
Company
ty and the wonderful physical beamy
that the character requires.
The role of Marguerite has been
plaved bv such actresses as Sarah
Bernhart Kllen Terry, Florence Rob
erts and many others equally famous,
Miss Xickerson not only possesses all
the dramatic power of those mention-
ed, but she also lias the youth and
beauty required by this role, qualities
older actresses of course could not
posses. Marguerite's logic and phil-
osophy of life " was simplicity' and
beauty itself after all her wrongs and
trials, just before her death when her
reason which had been dethroned
i once again regaining tor a Mash (be
fore the souls (light) its supremacy
when begged by Faust to forgive him
for all the awful troubles he had caus-
ed her without an instants hesitation
her answer came. "Forgive thee, why
Faust I love thee!" Miss Xickerson
portrays this role with a wonderful
and now we will quote an expression
or confession from a liquor dealer,
himself a Mr. Mike O'Grady whose
business of selling liquor in Chatta
nooga, Tenn., was rudely disturbed by
recent. legislation. Among other
things he said:
"As, for thef; whisky men, it is my
persona! opinion that after they be-
come settled in some other field of en-
deavor, they will bless the people who
liberated them from the official
the extortionate landlord
and the voracious political grafter.
Ours is anything but a pleasant life.
We are villified by the preachers,
scorned by church people, dammed by
the toper, bled by the politician, and
drawn and quartered by the landlord. '
They endure all this for a few taint-
ed dollars, and for a conscience that
must haunt theni with a feeling of
guilt every time they see a shivering,
barefooted child of a drunkard, or
L
First Annual Commencement
Exercises Were Held
This Week
L. B. PRICE ME ADDRESS
Papers of Local and Historic
Interest Read by the
Pupils.
The first commencement exercises
of the Spanish-America- n Normal
School at El Rito, Rio Arriba county,
passed over very satisfactorily on
Tmir--dn- May 2G. Exactly 50 stud-
ents have been enrolled during the
scholastic year, but of them no less
than nine were called away to take
charge of schools before the end of
the session. Nearly all of tlhem ex-
pect to return next session- - to im-
prove their grades.
At the appointed hour, 2 o'clock, all
of the students with visitors who oc-
cupied every available space gathered
in the assembly hall and the trustees,
principal and others who were to take
part in the ceremonies, entered in pro-
cession. The trustees were rei,re-sente- d
by the president, Hon. E. Brad-
ford Prince, and the secretary and
treasurer. Colonel Venceslao Jara-mill- o
the president in the gown and
hood of Che LL. D. degree, with the
colors of Colorado college.
The exercises were opened with
prayer by Rev. Joseph Pagot. Then
came the program of exercises by the
students, which included original pa-
pers on New Mexico, the March of
'Coronado, Espejo's Expedition, Our
Territorial Institutions, Rural Schools
of New Mexico and History of the
Spanish-America- n Normal, by mem-
bers of the graduating class, inter-
spersed with music and brief recita-
tions. At the conclusion of this part
of the program the exercises con-
tinued as follows:
Address on Behalf of the Trustees,
by Colonel Venceslao Jaramillo.
Address by Hon. J. M. C. Chavez,
county superintendent.
Address by Hon. Antonio DeVargas,
superintendent.
Address by Sixto Chavez, director
of El Rito school.
All of them expressed in glowing-term-
high appreciation of the Spanish-Am-
erican School and of the ad-
mirable work of Mrs. Dixon during the
past year.
The commencement address to the
students was then delivered by Hon.
L. Bradford Prince. At its conclusion
the beautiful certificate of attendance,
printed in maroon, was presented to
the students, together with the offl
cial certificates of the passing of the
eighth grade.
Two important announcements were
made. One by the, trustees that Mrs.
Dixon would continue her services to
the institution during the coming
year; and the other, by the County
Superintendent: J. M. C. Chavez, that
the Rio Arriba Teachers' Institute
would be held at the Normal School
for four weeks beginning on July 5.
The exercises then closed with the
benediction.
Many of the visitors inspected the
building, which is a model of neatness
and careful administration from top
to bottom. Everywhere were display-
ed school colors, which are blue and
gold representing the azure of the
New Mexico sky and the gold of the
sun of the Sunshine State.
Several of the graduates were from
Santa Fe and Torrance counties,
which sent many students during the
session to join those of Taos and Rio
Arriba.
The following was the program as
rendered by the school:
Song America
Paper New Mexico Ralph Dixon
Concert Quotations Learners
The March of Coronado. .Belle Woods
Song Dolly Grey School
Spring Verses.
Espejo's Explorations . . Lenora Woods
Quotation Heed How Thou Li vest
Paper on Territorial Institutions
Mae Madole
Song Columbia By School
Verses Today.
The Rural Schools of New Mexico
Bertha Livesey
Song New Mexico
Class Verses at Parting.
History of the Spanish-America- n Nor-
mal School Gretchen Dixon
College Song Golden Years.
PROBING CUSTOMS HOUSE
SCANDAL AT LAREDO.
San Antonio, Texas. May 28. That
the world moves some without chang-
ing much of Its Identity would be the
opinion of Cuahtemoc, last of the Az-
tec emperors, could he see one of his
descendants busy probing a modern
custom house scandal, a task now de-
volving upon Lie. Lopez Moctezuma,
claimed to be a scion of the last Aztec
dynasty. Judge Moctezuma at pres-sen- t
is trying to find out just who
got away with $150,000 of the Mexi-
can government's money at the cus-
tom house in Nuevo Laredo, across
the Rio Grande from Laredo, Texas,
and at other times holds down the
job as attorney general of the Nation-
al railroads of Mexico, He Is claimed
to be one of the best lawyers in Old
Mexico, and wears, the judge's robe
with as much dignity as did his an-
cestors the imperial cloak of feathers.
THE LITTLE WOMAN.
"One of the little Women, she came
up to Heaven's gate;
And seeing the throng was press-
ing.
Site sighed that she fain would wait.
"For 1 am not great nor noble," he
said, "I am poor and plain;
And should 1 go boldly forward.
1 know it would be in vain."
Siie sat near the shining portal, and
looked at the surging crowd
Of them that were kings and princes
of them that were rich and proud,
And sudden, she trembled great'y, for
one with a brow like flame
Came to her, and hailed her gladl,
and called her by her name:
"Come, enter the jeweled gateway."
he said, "for the prize is thine;
The work that in life you rendered
was work that was fair and fine;
So come, while the rest are waiting,
and enter in here and now
A crown of life eternal is waiting to
press thy brow."
Then trembled the little Woman, and
cried: "It may not be I,
Hire wait they that wrought with
greatness, and how may 1 pass
them.
1 carved me no wondrous statues. 1
painted no wondrous things.
I spoke no tremendous sayings that
rang in the ear of kings;
I toiled in my little cottage, I spun
and baked and swept;
I sewed and I patched and mended
oh lowly the house I kept.
I sang to my little children, I led
them in worthy ways.
And so I might not grow famous, I
knew naught but care-boun- d days.
So was it by night and morning, so
was it by week and year;
I worked with my weary fingers
through days both bright and
drear;
And I have grown old and wrinkled,
and I have grown gray and bent ;
And I ask not for chants of glory, now
that I have fotind content."
"Arise," cried the waiting angel,
"Come first of the ones who wait,
For you are the voices singing, for
you do we open the gate;
So, great as has been thy labor, so
great shall be thy reward."
And he gave to the Little Woman the
glory of the Lord.
An Appeal From a Drinker.
(From the American Magazine.)
"I want to just say 'thank you' for
the good things you have been fur-
nishing me with the past year. I es-
pecially appreciate your articles on
people's personal experience with liq-
uor drinking, as I have had some ex-
perience in that line myself.
"About seven years ago I had a wife
and one child, and held a civil serv-
ice posit ion which would have insured
me a good salary the rest of my days,
if I had not gone to drinking. I lost
my position on account of drink, was
suspended from my lodge for miscon-
duct while drunk and finally got to
where I could not get work even as
a common laborer.
"I tried to reform, but found it im-
possible if stayed in my home town;
I tried to persuade my wife to move
somewhere else, or let me go and then
come to me after I had become estab-
lished some where else. She refused
to leave or to let me do so, and finally
I ran away from them in order to get
away from them and in order to get
away from the drink.
"I have been spending the last three
years in the 'backwoods' sections of
this state (Florida), guarding prison-
ers on turpentine farms, and absolute-
ly away from all liquor yet when I
had occasion to make a short trip to
one of our larger cities a few weeks
ago, it was one tremendous and con-
tinued struggle to keep out of the
bar rooms, and I hope never to again
be obliged to spend 24 hours in a
"wet" town.
"This was the situation after three
years' trial at over-comin- g the liquor
habit. My wife secured a divorce as
soon after I left home as possible, and
at 35 years of age, I am obliged to
stay out in the woods, cut off from
everything that I consider make? life
worth living, following an uncongenial
occupation, and afraid to go among
the people I was used to, for fear of
again falling.
"If you can through your magazine,
create a sentiment that will make this
country safe for those of us who have
fallen, it will certainly be appreciated
by me at any rate."
This is a plea from the "drinker"
I WILL GIVE $1080
IF I FAIL TO CURE ANY CANCER or TUMOR
I TREAT EEF0RE IT POISONS DEEP GLANDS
WITHOUT KNIFE OR PAIN. NO PAY UNTIL CURED
5000 CURED
SWORN TO. NO
OK OTHKK SWINDLE.
AN ISLAND l'LANT
MAKES THE CUKE
ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE
Any Tumor, Lump or ,
Bore on tiie Lip, 1 ace
or Body 6 months
IS CANCEH. They
never pnin until last
stage. 120-1'A'..- E
BOOK SENT Fit EE
with testimonials of liun- -
Hrpris rtirprt nftnr nthfrs
failed. Write and aEklliem. 38 years curing Cancers. 21 here
MUMPWOWSBiBSTi
lit raMfFD on.l if neclected it will always
poison deep glands in the armpit, and kill quirkly
rtUUI COO Ull. a innx. Mil. viam.ii.1. , UU1LD1.M1
Manaoert U. S. CANCER CURE, LARGEST In the WO"LD
745 AND 747 S. MAIN ST., LOS ANGELES, CAL.
KINDLY MAIL TO SOMEONE WITH CANCEL
"M"
FOU KKXT Five room house on
Lower Kaii Kr:uc:sco s'ri'!.
at 2t San Fraiici.-c- o stret.
FOU SAI.lv -- A !in. u;,rii.'I:t pi mo
.it a l.aiuaiu Addivs Pox In.'. Santa
i'- -. X. M.
FOR SALE Lands irri?;t'd by thr
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
Michael, Real Estate.
Salesmen making small towns can
earn a nice income monthly carrying
our pocket side line. Write for order
book today. 2"th Century Mfg. Co.,
i:;os Wells St., ('Chicago.
CIGAR SALESMAN VA.TF.r Ex-
perience unnecessary. Sel' our '.irand?
to the rettrul trade. Bis pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Olobe
Cisrar Co., Cleveland. O.
FOR SALE Eight room modern
brick residence, near capitol, with
fruit trees, nice lawn, 160 foot fort-ag- e,
a nice home, price low and terms
on part of price. See Geddis, Moffett
& Co., in Old Exchange Hotel building.
WANTED County and district
agents to sell Mexico tropical lands
at $ii."i per acre on easy payments.
Wonderfully fertile. Safe investment.
Liberal commissions. Write for book-
let. Mexico International Land Co.,
02n Commerce Rid?., Kansas City, Mo.
WANTED Young men to learn au-
tomobile business by mail and pre-
pare for positions as chauffeurs and
repair men. We make you expert in
ten weeks: assist you to secure posi-
tion. Pay big: work pleasant; de-
mand for men great: reasonable;
write for particulars and sample les-
son. Empire Automobile Institute,
Rochester. N. Y.
ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COL-
LEGE ISSUES HANDSOME CATA-
LOG.
The first business college catalog
ever issued in New Mexico is now
being distributed by the ALBCQFER-QF- E
BUSINESS COLLEGE. The book
is very attractive, and gives a full
description of the school. A copy will
be sent free to anyone.
The Summer Session of the ALBU-
QUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE will
soon begin. All the regular courses
will be iau-ii- t. The school continues
in session every day in the year. This
will be a fine time to enter. Write
XOW for full information. Address
ALBUQUERQUE BUSIXESS COL-
LEGE, Albuquerque. X. M.
tenderness, pathos and beauty and
makes it a characterization that will
long live in the annals of the stage.
Don't miss seeing tnis splendid per-
formance.
Rebound When excellent wore can
be done right at. home. Consult the
New Mexican Rindery.
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California National Crude Oil Co.
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal
GENTLEMEN: jj
Kindly issue me shares of
the Treasury Stock of above coroora- - 5
tion. I
. ...... . . ttnciosea Tina $ in payment 3
for same.
Name
Address
jTR.UT m
No. 17
Why stock is sold.
Creation of wealth is very different from transfers' of wealth. Tradesmen and shopkeepers and brokers do not
add a dollar to the world's wealth. Producers do. Tradesmen, etc., are just transferers. They are merely con-
sumers. It is much nicer to be a producer.
A producer needs capital, needs a medium of exchange, the medium called money.
It is necessary for a great expenditure of money to drill oil wells, the larger the expenditure the more oil;
the more oil, the larger the profits; the larger the profits, the greater the dividend.
From all general appearances, the California-Nationa- l Crude Oil Company will be one of the largest producers
in the state. We have the land, now all that is necessary is the development.
Remember that mining for oil is different than mining for gold. It takes years to develop a gold mine, while
it only takes days to drill an oil well.
Stock is now selling at 50 cents. Take advantage of the price before it takes another raise.
California National Crude Oil Co.
I. W. Hellman Bldg., Los Angeles Cal.
GENTLEMEN:
Kindly issue me shares of
the Treasury Stock of above corpora-
tion.
Enclosed find $ in payment
for same.
Name . .,
Address
CAL. NATIONAL CRUDE OIL CO.
I. W. HELLMAN BUILDING,
LOS ANGELES.
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i lointv whites summer frnrK-i-; WhileSOCIAL AMD PERSONALi dousthere may be no embryo Melbas or
Schumann-Heink- s among them, their
(Continued From Page Five.) voices menu pleasingly, wiui uie new-
ness anil flexibility of youth, anil it isNo. 4 Former Disiriet Clerk A. M. Bergere certainly a treat to hear them,
efi for Albuquerque last evening ou The club is composed of some thirty
A straight, honest,
healthful cream of
tartar baking powder.
mm
m m
IV-t- ry
a business visit. i girls, all of whom are students of the
Mrs. Mills and her daughter, Miss ),;!, school. Miss Hazel Sparks is the
Madeline Mills, will leave tomorrow accompanist and in spite of her
for New Haxeu, Conn., to visit friends tender years is a pianiste of more than
and to attend the commencement ex- - ordinary ability. The other members Ma'de from Grapes,
GROCERY AND BAKERY
20 to 60c a d ORANGES 20 to 60c a dz
Save 1 da wrapper from uur Oranges serd 6--
cent stamps and wrappers to California Fruit
Growers Exchange. Chicago 111., ard tet a nice
Silver Plated Orange Spoon.
STRAWBERRIES
Fresh every ctay, picked ripe shipped on ice, ne
flavor 15c. Everything the tnaiket affords it ve
getaoles
of the club are Misses Anita Baca,
Grace lleacham, Consuelo Bergere,
Miriam Cartwright, Sophia Creamer,
Josephine Cunningham, Claribel
Fischer, Nellie Friday, Myrtle Gilder-sleeve- ,
Emma Goebel, Gertrude Gorm-le-
Dorothy Griffin, Nellie Harrison,
Eleanor Jaffa, Pauline Kinsell, Lena
Krick, Jean Law, Jessie Law, Marian
Law, Edna Lutz, Ruth McBride, Caro- -
ercises of Yale University where Mrs.
Mills' son graduates in June. Mrs.
Mills intended to leave for the east
this morning but was somewhat indis-
posed and decided to postpone the trip
until tomorrow. Governor Mills will
leave later for Yale and expects to be
there by June IS, when the exer-
cises begin.
Otero returned yester-
day from Roswell, having accom- - ine Aticnaei, LXMa Aiienaeison, .iauei
panied a large number of students at palmer, Maude Palmer, Blanche Rob-th- e
New Mexico Military Institute to erts, Dorothy Safford, Opal Sanford,
01 1 Contains not a grain
"gj of injurious ingredient- -
' '
lyK fflFifty Years
ft. L F. ANDREWS Phone No. 4. g Daisy Schfrausky, Lillian Schfrausky,Charlotte Weintge, Helen Winter.
Miss Alonso intends to keep the
Glee Club intact durinug the ensuing
school year, it having proved a pleas-
ing feature for the various school
their homes or at least part way.
Among those from this city and north
of here were Messrs. Closson, Cream-
er, Luna Bergere, Archuleta, Garrett,
Martinez, Hubbard, Townsend and his
own son, Miguel. Governor Otero
speaks in enthusiastic terms of the
work accomplished by the institute.
Millet Clancy of this city was the val-
edictorian and his oration was a bril-
liant effort. He, together with First
Sergeant Miguel A. Otero, were mem-
bers of the company that won the
prize in drilling.
"Many Roswell ladies called at the
LACES & EMBR0IPER1ES SALESALE Minor City Jopics
i (Continued From Cage Two.)
j Vacation time is Kodak time. Our
stock is complete. From $1.00 to $35.!
For Decoration Day Horal le-- ;
Ae have just received our new Stock of this
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroid-
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THiM
home of Mrs. W. S. Prager on South j sjg
Hill yesterday afternoon to meet Mrs. al
s, cut flowers, Cape jasaiuine buds i
:ie Clarendon Gardens.
RobertRobert Smart, wife of Col i Attention is caueci to uie special
Smart, M. D., of Albuquerque,
visiting ladies present were
Other j saje on appies and blackberries in the
Ml'S. ),.,Tio-- nf nH fnr T Waimn gr Tn
ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO Frank Clancy and Mrs. A. S. Brookes
of Santa Fe, wives of the Attorney j
General and Adjutant General of New ;
Mexico. The Prager home was taste- -
No New Mexican on Monday In ac-- J
cordance with the custom of years,;
the New Mexican will not be issued j
on Monday, Memorial Day.
SJ51
ofwhen thev will be taken charge mon. Carleton Post. G. A. R., the
Spanish war veterans, will attend in a
body. All are invited.
There is no nicer present than a
Kodak for your young friends who are
by the Women's Relief Corps.
Change of Program at Elks' Theater
Sunday, as follows, Ohenies, the Girl
From Arizona and In the Dark ValEUGENIO ROMERO
LUMBER & COAL YARD Fischer Drugley. This is the story of the Indian graduating from schoolmassacre at Wyoming, Pa., in the Co.Trains Late Santa Fe trains Nos.
3 from the east and 10 from the south
were more than a.n hour late this
year of 1777. Don't fail to see these
pictures. Remember the show starts
at 8:::o.
Baby Dies Everett Hardy the 16
month old son of G. L. Hardy died of
tuny decorated tor tne atternoon. inei county Offices Closed The offices
front parlor was in red, the flowers of the probate clerk, the county treas-use- d
being sweet peas and American j UI.er and otner county offices will be
beauties, palms and ferns. The library cIosed on Monday, Memorial Day.
was in white carnations, sweet peas, Postoffice Houre The postoffice
and roses and the dining room in pink will be open from 9 to 10 a m Mon.La France roses and sweet peas. With day Memorial Day, and there will be
the hostess and visiting ladies, a one coliection and one delivery on that
score of Roswell's ladies welcomed daythe callers and entertained them dur-- j Get YoUr Tickets for Las Vegas and
ing their call. Mrs. Fritz Bruegge-- ; be 0n hand June 5 to enjoy that ball
man and Miss Inna Totzek served i game there. It is to open tne bal,
puncSh and in the dining room Mrs. grounds and there is going. t0 be ots
Henry Swartz, and Misses Saunders, j of fun. Special car for the ladies. d
Lewis, Bean, Prager and Car-- ! cursion tickets only $2. Call on Mr.
son served pink and white ice cream, Kerr and leave your name,
cakes and mints. Cook's orchestra j Spanish-America- n War Veterans
furnished sweet music through the af-- , Take Notice The Snanish-Amerira- n
Lump, nut and
mine run coal
Lumber and all kinds
of building material. Rummage Sale Now is the time
stomach trouble this morning at the', when housekeepers would like to be
Hardy residence on Garfield avenue. rid 0f the superfluous articles about
Funeral services will be held at the the house. All such will help out inhouse at 4 p. m. tomorrow. Interment the "Rummage" sale of the Woman's
will be in Fairview cemetery. Under-- ; Board of Trade in the Plaza Fete In
takers Mulligan & Risine are in t .i, ,.fi iim-
VARDONHICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
Red Phone 100 Phone Red 100
T0MAS P. DELGAD0 Mgr. dime. Any sull aititico Lou aj-i- .cuaree oi tne arraiigeuiems. at thA librarv roonls durinsr libraryi ternoon, which was a most happy one war veterans are requested to attendfor all." Roswell Dailv Record. tv. if r-- , x j.,.. hours.Only $2 for Round Trip That is thepvfiirKi'rin rata M T.ac Voonc Snnitau'
SATISFACTION ASSURED
rlnbl ILflbb CORRICK'S HACK line zss,ODORE
June 5, when the Salmon Grays will j .
open tfhe ball park. There will be a Statement of
THETRAVELERS INSURANCF DO.is promised and Santa Feans will go,
6!M,'LH;!0ao,);0tir.,e.ror,i Of Barttord, COM., to. tSt. 1910
' Gross Assets - - - . $70,252,144.5evening at 7:45 p. m Memorial Day
services will be held in the Presby- - i Liabilities - - - - - 60,652,391.6'y
High School Girls' Club. Presbyterian church tomorrow even- -Under the capable direction of Miss jng
Alonso, supervisor of music, the High , A Kodak makes a suitabIe presentSchool Girls' Glee Club is improving fo the young lady, or gentleman
with each public appearance and it is graduate. Fischer Drue Co
a musical organization of which Santa Flowers Wanted for Memorial DayFe is justly proud. During the com-- , Those having flowers with which to
mencement exercises at the high decorate the graves on Memorial Day
school last night the girls sang their are requested to leave them at the
Prop
HACK SERVICE PFp;K,s m ana Saddle Horses
terian church. Rev. William B. Mm- - U. C WA1SUIN & IU.
aBBEamSrfmstli-- , sweetest and looked their prettiest in Grand Army hall on Monday forenoon
'
ten of Silver City will preach the ser- - Agents.
1
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Young Men Who are About
to Graduate.
You don't graduate very often in mis
world; some of you only once, per-
haps. It's an important event every
time, no matter how many times you
graduate; it means a good deal to you
now and in the future.
For these reasons you want to be
especially well dressed for it; you
want to look as well as you can for
your own sake and for the sake of
your friends who will sit in front to
see you. They want to see you look-
ing your best.
Hart, Schaffner & Marx clothes are
made for the purpose of helping, a
young man to look bis best; tfheylre
the kind of clothes that are them-
selves an educational force in good
quality. The fabrics are all wool; the
clothes are perfectly made; they're
stylish and they Alright.
We have special models for young
men; not small men's sizes, but
clothes designed for young men to
wear; the kind that bring out and em-
phasize the strong, athletic lines of
the figure. We'd like to have a hand
in getting you ready to graduate; we'd
like to see you wearing these clothes;
we'd be proud of you as our repre-
sentative, just as your friends will be
. proud of you as theirs. Blue Serge
suits, self striped and plain, black and
Oxford gray suits, a great range of
fancy weaves. Suits $20.00 to $27.50.
NATHAN SALMON j N
Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner Mux H
, m
Copyright 1909 by Hart Schaffner Se Marx
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that the pla.u-r- s make in the way in a IT'S KEEPING THE BOXFAN-FOO-A to Z and did well financially. So-
cially he would have been as great a
tion, the average of the first class to
$1,35S for those of the fourth class,
and among the Congregationalists
from $1,938 for cities of the first class
to $1,512 for those of the fourth, class,
but in the case of both these denomi-
nations the average for cities of the
third class is a little larger than for
monetary consideration, that they
should be hooted and jeered when
they ;,re playing winning ball. One
would not think of going 10 a theater
iwhen the people of the town have.
I billed a performance by amateurs for'
tlie benefit of some worthy cause, and
there hoot and hold up to derision the
people who have given their time and
talents toward the success of the
performance. Yet these same people,
who would be shocked at a show of
success had he willed it. But society
was the thing he was tired jf and to
make himself socially impossible Lord
Beresford fell in love and lived with
a very comely negress, who afterward
became known as -- Lady Flo." At
first ' lady Flo" was only the cook,
but when Beresford went as far as to
apply for a room at one of the lead-
ing hotels in El Paso for "Mr. and
'
Mrs. Delaval Beresford," things reach
ed the breaking point. j
It was during a typical Beresford
baccanal that the identity of the lord
indeceiicy as described above will go ed u pack the fruit crop in eastern
to a ball game and do all in their Washington and Oregon, north and
power to knock the greater institu- - central Idaho, western Montana and
tion of the two namely the superiori-- 1 southeastern British Columbia the
ty of the town over any one of its coming summer and next fall. Packed
numerous institutions. Xow then with fruit these packages would fill
brother Fan when you go to a ball j 15.675 freight c ars, or 625 trains of 25
game in Santa Fe, where either of the; cars each The value of the crop is
Santa Fe teams is a participant, for-- : estimated at from $15,0uo,0o0 to $20,-ge- t
whatever personal feeling you 000,11110 am! may reach a higher figure
may have toward any of the players j because of the shortages reported in
and boost for the home team. It is j miiidlewestern states.
imbibing heavily during the revelry Decoration day, however. Padilla is
and began to prattle. "Sho," she said, sure to draw a couple of good crowds
"I'm Lady Flo. My husband is the j as lne (J- Albuquerque have not
brother of Lawd Beresford of the Eng-- s(.,,n the Peerless team in its full
lish navy, an' we'se gwine back to ole,piayjns strength this season, and have
your town as well as your neighbors Fully "Ouii.ooO boxes will be deliv-an-
if a visiting team comes here and red to orchardists in the Wenatchee
hears the anvil chorus at work as valley in central Washington and it is
they were last Sunday, ask yourself predicted that, not less than 2,500,000
what their conclusions in regard to boxes will be used in the Yakima val-th- e
town will be. Some day you willi'ey. Walla Walla and Okanogan val-hav- e
a paid baseball team here and be leys will take uj to 1,500,000 boxes
in a league where your team will try (while the berry and tree fruit growc-r- s
to defeat all the other teams in the j in the upper Columbia country
and win a pennant for you. If their orchards will run at least 500
you were a ball player, would you 00O boxes. A million boxes will be
to play in a town where your livered in the Palouse district in
every effort would onh incite ridi-- sout beastem Washington and western
If. STERS ARE POORLY
PAID IN UNITED STATES.
Average Monthly Salary Is Only $55.25
Census Bureau Makes In-
teresting Report.
x Washington, D. C, May 2S. The
rage annual salary or a minister of
"vgospel is but $663, in all the
represted in the corupil- -
s on this subject in Part I of a
' J al report on the Census of Re-'i- s
Bodies for 1 !h;. which is now- -f less preparatory to its submission
. le United States Census Director
I nd to Secretary Xagle of the de-- j
;.nent of commerce and labor. The
1 1 t was compiled under the super- -
4' i of Mr. William C. Hunt, chief
iticitin of iK)julation in the census
'an, and the statistics were collect-J- (
; arth by correspondence and partly
pecial agents.
Uttictai Statistics Concerning Pay
of Ministers.
h'ifi is pointed out in the introduction
f: It sit this is the first time an attempt
:S been made in a United States cen-
tos to secure official statistics con-'- .
, rning salaries paid to ministers. Ith stated that the results of the census
are not entirely satisfactory on ac-
count of the failure of some ministers
to report their salary and others to
rminrt witVi anffieient fleaTil ess. Of
Ithe grand total of ISO denominations
in continental United States, the re-
port states that 15 have no regular
ministry and 69 either pay no stated
salaries or made returns which were
sufficiently complete to warrant
tabulation.
Of the 201,351 organizations compos-
ing the 102 remaining denominations,
there ore 164,229, or 81.6 per cent,
which -- made returns to the census in-
quiry i,ud the ..report states there is
reason to aeiievc that these are sub-
stantia..- Lji ii'it'te and accurate, and
it is thought that they embrace a suff-
icient number of organizations of the
respective denominations to be fairly
representative of conditions as to the
average salaries paid to ministers. The
figures in the tables are for conti-
nental United States, for each of the
four principal classes of cities that
is, those having a population of 1900
of 25,000 to 50,000, of 50,000 to 100,000,
of 100,000 to 300,000, and 300,000 and
over, and for the area outside of them.
Unitarians Show Highest Average
Salary.
The denomination showing the high-
est average is the Unitarian, with $1,-65-
while the denominations next in
order are the Protestant Episcopal
church, $1,242; the Universalists, $1,-- t
238; the General Convention of the
New Jerusalem in the United States
jof erica, $1,233; the Jewish congre-
gations, $1,222; the Presbyterianlihurch in the United States of Ame-
rica, $1,177; the Reformed Church inPlnwrioo 1 17ft- the. TTniterl
terian Church of North America, $1,--
096; the Congregationalists, $1,042;
the Christian Catholic Church in Zion,
$1,037; and the Synod of the Reformed
Prochvtprinn Phnrtt nf Vnrth Amw- -
MAKERS BUSY.
More Than Ten Million Fifty Pound
Receptacles for Shipping Re-
quired in Northwest Alone.
Spokane. Wash., May 2S. Mills in
Spokane and throughout t'.ie Inland
Empire are working day and night on
apple peach, cherry, plum and berry
boxes, more than 10. ,000 of which
each holding 50 pounds, will be requir- -
Idaho, the Blue mountain country and
toe Spokane and at. Maries valleys
uid other nearby points. Other belts
in Washington and Oregon have or-
ders in for 1.500,000 boxes.
Reports from the fruit belts in the
Clearwater country, in northern Idaho
and the Bitter Root country, in west-
ern Montana, are that the outlook is
bright for record yields of apples and
other fruits and predictions are made
that the apple crop this year will be
the largest in the history of the coun
try, also that records will be made in
peaches and cherries. Growers in the
southeastern part of the province of
British Columbia report that every in-
dication is that the apple crop will be
larger this year than ever before in
the history of the industry.
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
treatment of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or tablets is being
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop, of
Racine, Wis. You that are well, get
this book for some discouraged, dis-
heartened sufferer! Do a simple act
of humanity! Point out this way to
quick and certain relief! Sur- -
irise some sufferer, by first get
ting from me the booklet and the test.
He will appreciate your aid. Sold by
Stripling-Burroyv- s & Co.
FIRST SHIPMENT OF WATER-
MELONS FROM TEXAS.
San Antonio, Texas, May 28. The
first shipments of watermelons are
moving from the Brownsville coun-
try and it is expected that within the
next two weeks enough of them will
get into the market to make emanci-
pation day worth while to the
Those now shipping were
raised by irrigation, but it is thought
that the dry land crop will be ready
by the last of this month.
The High Cost of Living.
Increase the price of many necessi-
ties without improving the quality.
Foley's Honey and Tar maintains its
high standard or excellence and its
great curative qualities without any
increase in cost. It is the best rem-
edy for coughs, cold, crop, whooping
cough and all ailments of the throat,
chest and lungs. The genuine is in a
yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s & Co.
NOVICE OF SALE
Of unclaimed freight by the Denver
& Rio Grande Railroad Company at
the depot of said company in the city
of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe, Ter-
ritory of New Mexico, on the Sth day
of August, 1910.
The following property, to-wi- t: Four
locomotives Nos. 2836, 2837. 2847 and
3001, consigned to the Santa Fe Cen-
tral Railway, by the Contractors Rail
way & Supply Company, was received
by the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
Company, as a common carrier and
was not received by the oyvner, un-
til the expiration of thirty (30) days,
or at all, after due notice was given
to the owner and consignee, and the
said locomotives having remained in
the possession of the said Railroad
Company for a period of more than
ninety (90) days uncalled for and un-
claimed by any person having a right
thereto and the freight and charges
thereon not having been paid.
Notice is hereby given to all con-
cerned that the said locomotives, if
they remain in the possession of the
said Railroad Company, uncalled for
and unclaimed on the 8th day of Au-
gust, 1910, at 10 o'clock in the fore-
noon of said day, or so many of them
as will pay said freight and charges
will on said date and hour be sold at
public auction to the highest bidder
for cash, at the freight depot of said
Railroad Company, at the city of San-
ta Fe in the County of Santa Fe and
Territory of New Mexico, and the pro-
ceeds derived from the sale of said
locomotives will be applied to the pay-
ment of freight, demurrage, storage,
advertising and all other just and rea
sonable charges thereon, and the s,
plus of such proceeds, if any, will,,be
paid over to the rightful owner of said
property, upon demand, or will be held
subject to disposal in accordance with
the statutes of the Territory of New
Mexico, in such cases made and pro-
vided.
The Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
Company.
By C. Tucker, Freight Claim Agent
Peerless Blues in Albuquerque Sal- -
mon Grays at Home A Timely
Tip to the Fans.
Manager .Wis of the Peerless team
lias just completed the final arrange-
ment with Dan Pudilla of the Albu-
querque Grays for games in the Duke
City on May 2:th and 30th. While it
was originally planned to play a series
of thr.-- games with Padilla's bunch,
there will be only two in the coming
series.
.Saturday in Albuquerque not
being a day that has proven a money
i
shown that they want to see the team
that hung it onto the Grays here last
Sunday.
On Sunday, May 15th, the Peerless
bunch were scheduled to wet their
new uniforms in Albuquerque for their
first game of the season, and the game
wns advertised extensively in tne
local and also in the Albuquerque pa-
pers. What happened there on the
15th every lover of the sport in Santa
Fe remembers. The Taos Indians
forced several of the Peerless players
to abandon baseball and rush to sup-
press the "blood thirsty head-hunters- "
of Taos who proved to be very docile
after all and whose only damage was
done in keeping several of the boys
from Albuquerque on that memorable
day Rather than disappoint the fans
who had been wrought up over the
coming of the Ancients, by cancelling
the game. Manager Xeis gathered to-
gether a team and went to the Duke
City. He was forced to shift Keefe
from left field to the third corner and
Stanton from center to first, and use
substitutes to fill in the outfield. The
firm from whom the uniforms were or-
dered failed to live up to their prom-
ise to have the uniforms on hand and
the team had to go on the field array-
ed in a hunch of clothes that would
have made a greater hit in a circus.
The ieam was naturally upset and the
Grays had no trouble whatsoever to
take them in tow to the tune of 15-0- .
It was a sad, sad bunch that returned
to Santa Fe that night to face the
town that had expected so much of
them. After playing the game over in
their daily practice at the College
rounds, they corrected their mis
takes and determined to give the
Grays a hard run for it when they
came back for a return game in Santa
Fe. To those who saw the game at
the college last Sunday went the as
surance that things were not any-
where near their normal state in Al
buquerque the Sunday before and the
Peerless team in the bright new--
white uniforms turned the tables on
Dan and handed him a package.
Truly it was a grand game all through
out the ten innings it took to decide
the contest and local fans could ask
no more for their money in any town.
The spirit of the team must be com
mented upon as they did not lose
heart for a single moment nor let up
in their aggressiveness when it seem-
ed that Albuquerque had won in the
first half of the tenth inning. The
boys knew that, it was up to them to
win the game if they were to expect
any patronage, and the way they
fought for that victory will not soon
be forgotten by those who witnessed
the maiden essay of the team that has
set itself up in the face of much op
position and many But it is
a comer and will come with a shout
that will reverberate through the
stoic hills and fertile valleys of the
territory.
Clancy's three base hit and Moore's
sacrifice fly to center in the local's
half of the tenth last Sunday tied the
score for the third time during the
game. Then Stanton who had played
a brilliant game in the field singled.
Pete Berardinelli's terrific smash to
right when the game was at its most
exciting point, scored Mike with the
winning tally, and brought the laurels
home in spite of the many who were
rooting against Santa Fe. Only one
man was out when the winning run
was scored.
The fans here who show the spirit
of loyalty towards the home team are
not many and Sunday's game was
marked by the hooting of the home
players by home fans. The ball play-
er on the field is not very susceptible
to the cheers or jeers of the mob in
the grand stand for he realizes that
a baseball crowd is the most fickle
of all crowds, but he does at least
hope for a square deal from the fans
of his own city. He realizes that the
world loves a winner and despises a
loser and
.consequently he takes the
praise showered on him when the
team is winning with a grain of salt,
as he does the howls of disapproval
when luck is against the team or
when the team is outclassed. Paid
players know the fickleness of the
baseball throng much better than the
player who plays for the love of the
game and for the purpose of giving
his town the very best that is in him
every time that he steps on the field
and hopes only that his team may win
that his town may be pushed to the
front. But when he goes onto the field
and delivers the best that is in him,
plays spectacular baseball against
odds, and his team does win, he
thinks of the stings that the town he
is giving his time and devotion to, has
given him. For it must be known that
the teams in Santa Fe are not being
paid for their services in advertising
throughout the greatest medium
known to the nation; the players on
the teams are giving their spare time
and energy towards the building up
of a team that can win games in the
name of Santa Fe; there is nothing
those of the second class.
Among the Lutheran bodies there is
considerable difference; some, as the
General Council, show a regular grad-
ation; others, as the United Nor
wegian, snow larger averages ior
cities of the third and fourth classes.
Unsalaried Ministry in Mission
Churches.
The lower average salary shown by
some denominations for a higher class
of cities than for a lower is in most
cases due to the existence in the high-
er class of cities of an unusually large
number of weak or mission churches.
For example, in the case of the South-
ern Baptist Convention, which shows
an average salary per minister of $1,-50- 5
for cities of the third class and
only $1,490 for cities of the second
class, the churches in the third class
have an average membership of 472,
and in the second class of only 362, in-
dicating that the churches in the third
class are also financially stronger on
the average than those in the second
class.
In the Protestant Episcopal church
the average is from $1,873 in cities of
the first class to $1,517 in those of the
fourth, there being but little difference
in me ngures tor tne second, iniru
and fourth classes of cities.
Roman Catholic Denomination Pay
Like Salaries for Cities and
Rural Districts.
In the case of the Roman Catholic
church, the figures show but little dif-
ference between the general average
and that for the various classes of
cities or for the area outside of the
principal cities, the reason being that
in this denomination the salaries are
fixed for the diocese, being in general
the same for the rural districts as for
the large cities.
Of the 24 ministers reported by the
four organizations of the Christian
Catholic Church in Zion, for the area
outside the principal cities, 21 are re-
ported at Zion City, and are probably
connected with the headquarters of
the denomination at that place.
Among the denominations included
in the report with those not paying
regular salaries to their ministers,
and hence not represented in the table
on the subject, there are several, as
for example, the Freewill Baptists
and the German Baptist Brethren
church (Conservative), in which a
considerable number of the organiza-
tions pay stated salaries, although it
is not a general custom. Some of
these denominations, among which
are the ones mentioned, appear to be
in the transitional state from the un-
salaried to the salaried ministry basis.
"No-Drip- " is the most clever little
silvered Coffee Strainer ever invented.
Get one free from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Wis., by the Coupon Plan. The Cou-
pon and Dr. Shoop's new book on
Health Coffee sent to any lady re-
questing them. You can trick any one
by secretly serving Dr. Shoop's Health
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
your husband will declare he is drink-
ing real coffee and yet there is not a
grain of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and
nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite
taste and flavor. No 20 to 30 minutes
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute."
Try it from your grocer and get a
pleasant surprise. 1 1-- 2 lb. package
25c. Sold by Frank Andrews.
SORDID ROMANCE OF
AN ENGLISH NOBLEMAN.
Married a Negress in Mexico Who
Now Lives in Style in the Pass
City.
San Antonio, Texas, May 27. The
sale of the 110,000 acre Ojitos ranch
in northern Chihuahua Mexico, for
$199,000 may be looked upon as the
last chapter in a fervent problem ro-
mance. Just as the problem novelist
would not have it the hero is dead
and the heroine now lives in compara-
tive splendor in a fine brick house on
South Campbell street, El Paso, Tex.
A little over twenty years ago there
put in appearance in Chihuahua, a
young Englishman who seemed
anxious to get away from something.
This something ultimately proved to
be nothing less than London's draw-
ing room atmosphere. Lord Delaval
Beresford, brother of Admiral Lord
Charles Beresford of the English navy
for suclh is the identity of the hero
had grown tired of sugar-coate- d civ-
ilization and for this reason had gone
into the wilds. His own kind no long-
er appealed to him. Miles away from
any railroad then, there was the Oji-
tos ranch at fifty cents an acre and
plain Delaval Beresford, as he was
known, bought it and stocked it with
cattle. Nobody knew who he was. He
received no mail that might have giv-
en the game away and wrote only bus
iness letters as far as his intimates"
knew. That Ihe was English he could
not deny, but unlike the typical Eng-
lish remittance man he was a rough-and-read- y
fellow one who knew a
joke when he saw it and could endear
himself to the vacquero and even his
family. Lord Beresford was demo-
cratic if anything and very fond of
the small saloon and the low dive. Al-
though his brother cattlemen in those
day?, were frequenters only of the
classy gambling houses' and flashy
booze emporiums, such as El Paso
boasted then, Beresford had a taste
only for the lower variety of Joy par-
lor.
But the nobleman "Incog" came to
understand the cattle business from
ft ica. $1,008.
England, an' Use gwine to see de
queen: she has to see me 'cause Use
the wife of a lawd." Beresford had
reached a level where he did not mind
such trifles and the fact that he and
the negress were spoken of as Lord
and Lady Flo" did not concern him
much. He showed a singular affection
for the woman and at all the stores in
El Paso and Chihuahua she had charge
accounts which yvere always prompt-
ly met by Beresford.
For years the lordly cattleman had
been in the habit of selling his steers
in Canada and while returning from
a trip there in the spring of 1907. his
train ran into the ditch near Medi-
cine Hat. Among those that were kill
ed was his name. The news had no
sooner reached Lady Flo than she as-
sumed mourning and proceeded to
claim the property of her "husband."
All went well until a will was found
in which Lord Beresford left his prop-
erty to his "legal heirs," save $5,000
which were to go to "my faithful
housekeeper Flora." The genuine-
ness of this document has been doubt-
ed by many although the courts do
not seem to have questioned it. Lady-Fl-
began to show spite and promised
to drag the case through every court
in Mexico and the United States, when
a personal visit from Admiral Beres-
ford set the matter right. How much
the negress received for relinquish
ment of her claim is not known, but at
all events she lives today in a fine
brick house in El Paso and on her car-
riage step appear the words "Lady
Flo." Moreover she is quite a land-
lord.
IRRIGATION ENGINEERING
BUILDING AT FORT COLLINS.
It Cost $80,000 and is an Indication of
the Importance of Reclamation
Work in State
Pueblo, Colo., May 28. The new-civi- l
and irrigation engineering build-
ing at the state agricultural college
at Fort Collins. Colorado, recently
completed and occupied, is the second
building of the kind in the United
States and the only one occupied ex-
clusively for these purposes.
These facts are of great pride not
only to the old established irrigation
district of Colorado, but to the entire
state as well.
The statement concerning this build-
ing and its conspicuous points is
made on no less an authority than
the man in charge of this fine new
building Professor L. G. Carpenter,
in charge of irrigation engineering at
tne college and director of the state
experiment station. Professor Car-
penter is a former state engineer of
Colorado, and is a member of the
board of control of the Eighteenth Na-
tional Irrigation Congress.
The building cost $80,000 and has
only recently been occupied by the
college. It is not yet fully completed
and probably will not be until after
the session of the legislature, when
some further appropriations are nec-
essary.
The building, arranged according to
Professor Carpenter's plans and espe-
cially designed for hydraulics, ex-
cites the commendation of all who see
it. Constructed of beautiful native
material, four stories in height, ar-
ranged with all appliances and equip-
ped to the highest degree, the build-
ing stands today as probably the fin-
est of all the fine group at the state
agricultural college.
It is coincidental that this building
should be in the hands of Professor
Carpenter, and that the only other
similar building, at Cornell university,
Ithaca, New York, should be in charge
of his brother.
Northern Colorado, destined to be-
come probably the richest section of
the state, the pioneer in irrigation,
and having systematized the econom-
ical use of water, is enjoying greater
promise than ever just now because
of extensions being made through
that district by the Burlington Union
Pacific, and Denver, Laramie & North-
western railroads. New territories
will be opened up, and new progress
made. It is estimated that there is
left in northern Colorado, tillable land
to the extent of 100,000 acres, for
which there is practically no irriga-
tion at present. Great new projects
are also in process of completion.
The north Colorado district, know-
ing as much as it does about irriga-
tion and the value of the National Ir-
rigation Congress, is strongly back of
the Eighteenth National Irrigation
Congress, Pueblo, September 26-3-
and is organizing to make a demon-
stration as a section at that event, as
well as to have a powerful instrumen-
tality when the congress is over, for
the benefit of the section.
Foley Kidney Pills contain In con-
centrated form Ingredients of estab-
lished therapeutic value for the relief
Hid cure of all kidney and bladder ail-
ments. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s &
Co.
cule? Would you feel like doing your
best to win for a town that would not
give you a hand when vou had done
your work well and leserved it?
Would you, I ask you, Brother Fan?
Your answer is "No". A little appli-
cation of the Golden Rule here as well
as in other places goes well.
On next Sunday morning at 8
o'clock the Peerless team will leave
for Albuquerque and play there on
Sunday and Monday. If there are any
of the fans who would like to make
the trip with the team Manager Neis
has informed the writer that rates
will be given by the Santa Fe rail-
road to parties of ten or more. If,
however, the parties are not in groups
of ten, whoever desires to go along
can get in on the party ticket of the
team. A large delegation to the Duke
City would look well for Santa Fe as
there has always been a keen rivalry
between these two towns on the ball
field. All the players are in good con-
dition and the games in Albuquer-
que are being anxiously looked for-
ward to by the whole bunch to further
prove to the local fans that that first
trimming was a mistake.
On June 5th the Salmon Grays will
open the new park in Las Vegas,
known as Amusement park and an ex-
cursion rate of $2 for the round trip
has been announced by the manage-
ment of the Grays. The First regi-
ment band will accompany the team
to Las Vegas.
Now, fans, you have two ball clubs
this year to bring joy to your hearts
and you owe it to the town to get out
and hustle for Santa Fe all the time.
There is no animosity between the
two teams and both are out for the
good of the town. At least twenty-fiv- e
men out for Santa Fe on the ball
lot and it's up to the fans to make
them a success. Get the idea, Brother
Fan?
As a practice game the Salmon
Grays will play the team from the In-
dian school at the college Sunday
The game will start at 3 o'clock. High-towe- r
and G. Parsons will be in the
points for the Grays.
X. Y. Z.
JAILS FILLED WITH
SMUGGLED CHINESE.
Seems to Be an Important Industry
Along Boundary Line of Mexico
in Texas.
San Antonio, Texas, May 28 Al-
though a bunch of 50 was deported on-
ly a few days ago, jails along the bor-
der are again being filled with Chin-
ese who have made their entrance in-
to the United States illegally. Al-
ready seven have been captured at El
Paso and a like number at points be-
tween there and Laredo.
Most of the Celestials gain admis-
sion to this country by swimming the
river at places difficult to guard. Gen-
erally this is done under cover of
darkness and with the aid of men
said to make the smuggling of Chin-
ese a regular business. Any price
from $300 up is charged the Chinamen
for this service. On reaching Ameri-
can soil they are kept in hiding until
an opportunity presents itself for
their transport to the larger cities,
usually effected by means of box cars.
It is claimed that collusion with
American freight trainmen makes the
latter phase of this illicit traffic pos-
sible. A box car intercepted some
time ago contained nine Chinamen
fully fitted out for a trip to St. Louis,
Mo., to which point the car had been
billed. The efforts of the immigra-
tion authorities to break up the com-
bination making the practice possible
have so far not been successful.
Commander Julius A. Pratt Post No.
143, Dept. III., G. A. R.
Mr. Isaac Cook, Commander of the
above Post, Kewanee, 111., writes:
"For a long time I was bothered with
backache and pains across my kid-
neys, About two months ago I start-
ed taking Foley Kidney Pills and soon
aw they were doing just as claimed. I
kept on taking them and now I am
free from backache, and the painful
bladder misery is all gone. I like Fo-
ley Kidney Pills so well that I have
told many of my friends and comrades
about them and shall recommend
them at every opportunity." Sold by
Stripling-Burrow- s & Co.
Among the denominations showing
an average salary considerably lower
than the general average for the Unit-
ed States are the Advent Christian
church; all the Baptist bodies except
the Northern Baptist Convention; the
Christian Union; the Christian (Chris-
tian Connection) ; the Church of
Christ, Scientist; the General Elder-
ship of the Churches of God in North
America; the Society of Friends
(Orthodox); the colored Methodist
bodies; the Methodist Protestant, Wes-leya- n
Methodist, and Free Methodist
churches; the Salvation Army; and
the Volunteers of America. In the
case of most of these last-name- d
bodies as shown by the report, many
of the organizations reporting are out-
side of the principal cities, and many
of them are doubtless in rural regions,
and this fact accounts largely for the
comparatively low average salary.
The low average shown for the
Church of Christ, Scientist, is said to
be due to the fact that most of those
Who serve as ministers, or readers.
&re persons having other vocations
and not dependent on the salaries paid
ty the churches. In the case of the
Salvation Army and the Volunteers
1 of America the allowance made for
- the officers serving at the various
posts is usually based upon their prob-
able expenses, and is practically limit-
ed to these expenses.
The average salary shown for the
large cities is considerably higher as
a rule than the general average for
the denomination, while for the area
outside of the principal cities it is
usually somewhat less. Moreover, the
average salary generally corresponds
to the grade of the cities. For all de-
nominations together it ranges from
$1,223 for cities of the first- class to
$1,110 for those of the second class;
$1,063 for those of the third class;
$972 for those of the fourth class; and
573 for the area outside of the prin-!pa- l
cities.
in individual denominations the con-dition- s
vary.
In the Northern Baptist Convention
the average for cities of the first class
is $1,580; of the second class $1,420;
of the third class '$1,381; of the fourth
class, $1,248; and for the area outside
of the principal cities $683. The fig-
ures for the Disciples of Christ show
a regular gradation from $1,326 per
minister for cities of the first class to
' $l,250i for those of the fourth class;
for the Methodist Episcopal church,
from $1,422 for cities of the first class
to $1,187 for those of the fourth class;
and for the Presbyterian church In the
United States of America, from $2,-16- 9
for those of the first class to $1,-52- 4
for those of the fourth class.
In the Southern Baptist Convention- -
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the country reached the tremendousfor irrigation and fountain purposes crop prospects in southwest Texas are j
by companies operating in the district, j the best in twenty years. It has been
WILL LIIV IE GREAT
ROAD WITH FRUIT TREES.
miles, ;i!Ki .1. A. Perry, secetary of the
Spokane County Ciooil Roads Associa- - l ... . -
The road has been designated a state
Foley Kidnev Pills are antisepU--highway. So it cannot be ciossed on
ascertained that the hailstorm that
visited the San Antonio country was
not as" severe as was believed at first, tonic and restorative and a promi)'grade by railroad companies seeking
entrance to the two cities mentioned.
tion, which is doing the building inWashinqto n Adopts German Idea in '
conjunction with Commemal ClubConstru cting a Thirty Mile High- -
vt
'ay 60 Feet Wide. of Cociir d'AIene. says the-- new speed-
-
way wili he completed early in
Wash.. May has j The road will be
CO feet wide
corrective of all urinary irregularities
The preliminary work on the road will
cos! $l,.'Mi a mile or about $300 000
when macadamized. The last named
pavement will not be built until there
is need tor ii. as the highway is a
natural one and may not require arti-
ficial paving i" the next 10 years. The
fruit trees will lie oared for by resi-
dents in the valley under the direc-
tion of a competent orcihardist and the
water will he furnished free of charge
Refuse substitutes. Sold by Striplm?
Burrows & Co
the damage done by it being confined
to small localities. A bumper crop in
everything is assured and the rail-
roads are even now making arrange-- ,
ments for the many cars that will be
needed. The rains in some parts of
CROP OUTLOOK IN SOUTHWEST
TEXAS BETTER THAN EVER.
San Antonio, Texas, May 28. With
practically a week's iain in the ground
ana linen on imhii muc wiui uppie aimbeen start d on the great Apple Way . int(,,.S)ei.S(d with
between Spokane and Coeur d'AIene. Knyisl, ,,i,u trees and a fountain for
Idaho, through the Spokane valley, 30 'men and beast at intervals of a mile.
ii you want anything on earifl-i-tr-
a New Mexican Want Ad.
uiiiii imvmf pwon mmumtm
4 4M IT? Initkg is boomingDay has aawneaj eve
as been set tot a new ageday k
'ji
HE way of the world is to throw up its greasy nightcap for the fellow who wins, but never Jto
help him win- - to down him if possible --rather like the genii in the Arabian tale, the world will
make a slave of you unless you make the world your slave. But mark! when the world makes its
V
slave it destroys you: when you make it your slave, you make your fortune! Now make the world your
slave by making it produce oil, California oil, for you. Isn't this the wisest plan ever suggested? j
)
1
1
't
It is most probable, "however, that a
glance at the dividend sheets which
appear with solar regularity every
month, showing that nearly a million
dollars is paid out, while some com-
panies do not make public their divi-
dends to swell the amount, would
doubtless quicken the appreciation of
the uninterested man and would tend
to show him what the oil business of
California means to those financially
interested.
It means, if interested, in a good
company whose stock is handled by
reliable financial .agents a steady in-
come; oftentimes a thousand per cent
on the original investment. This
amount of money has been realized by
no small number of men in this state,
and outside of this state, men inter-
ested in California's oil fields have
done as well. The trouble is, general-
ly, that it is almost too good to be be-
lieved, and skeptical persons lose the
chance of a lifetime merely because
they will not take the trouble to inves
tigate. "Merely another California
tale," is the way they put it. And
they are right it IS another Califor-
nia tale, with millions of dollars to
prove its truth.
In closing we wish to say that we
believe the time will come very soon
when oil shares will he at a premium
and that the boom now started will
sweep the whole country. While not
in the predicting business, it is easy
enough for us to speak what is an un-
doubted fact.
The California National Crude Oil
Company owns several thousand acres
of oil lands in the wonderful Coalinga
District, which they will develop and
are selling stock at 50 cents per share
to carry on the developing work.
This Company is organized on a
sound basis, with 80 per cent of the
stock in the treasury. You have seen
the stock advance from 40 cents to 50
cents, why wait until it advances
again, buy this stock now and save
money. Don't wait until tomorrow.
DO IT NOW. You can easily see the
reason why you should invest in an
oil company. Now the question aris-
es: Which Company? Well, the com-
pany that should interest you is the
California National Crude Oil
up and down the Pacific Coast line
California oil is transported and burn-
ed. From Nome to Valparaiso and
from as far east as the Rockies, west
1o ultimate Siberia perennially clad
in snow and ice, as well as from the
southern runs of the Southern Pacific
and Santa Fe Railroad Companies to
the palmy isles of the Orient, more
California oil is carried for consump-
tion. To be financially interested in
the oil business is to have an added
prestige given you by business men
the world over, and is just cause for
pride in one's common sense.
In the matter of intelligence used
by those interested in the oil business
it was recently said by a writer in the
Petroleum World (London) that the
greatest aggregation of brains ever got
together was behind the oil industry.
The constructive genius of the off-
icials of the great Standard Oil Com-
pany was held up and lauded, and the
business methods of a great British
enterprise suffered severely by com-
parison.
The richness of the industry in Cali-
fornia is rarely appreciated by the
outsider who carelessly reads an ar-
ticle like the present one. There are
several reasons for this, among them
being the magnitude of the industry,
the millions upon millions of dollars
invested and the general inability to
grasp what i.as not been seen with the
eyes. He has not viewed the oil
fields; he has not seen the remark-
able forest of derricks at steady oldKern River, nor driven down the
country road in "Wonderful Coalinga;"knows little or nothing of marvelous
Midway, with its gushers, and has
probably evinced little interest in the
other fields of the state, although peo-
ple are so clamorous for news of the
oi! world today that the most phenom-
enal boom in oil in the history of Cali-fornia is in progress now.
A sight of the million dollar refin-
eries, of the miles and miles of pipelines which discharge oil drawn from
the fields at tidewater, and a know!
edge of the engineering feats perform-
ed for this transportation; a few views
of great storage tanks and pumps
would probably revise a few nations
of the uninformed on the oil situation
in California.
placed by oil. Under the circumstaces
it would be impossible that any other
fuel could be obtained which could
displace oil, and, such being tha case;
we have a guaranteed consumption
from every railroad on the coast as
long as the oil fields hold out. From
government reports we may not ex-
pect exhaustion until some future
generation. Here is the firmest kind
of foundation upon which an industry
could be laid; an absolutely assured
consumption.
The wheels of industry must turn,
and at the lowest possible cost, with
point, economy is the ultization of
labor leads us to the next
consideration, namely: Money saved
commercial companies in wages, which
would be necessary with the use of
any other fuel, t
Experiments have demonstrated the
fact that it costs four times as much
to load a car with coal as, it does to
fill a tank car with oil. Probably 73
tons would be a very high average car
load of coal; fifty tons would be near-
er the general average. It requires
two tons of coal to do the same work
as one ton of oil. At this rate it
has been figured out that it would
take six car loads of coal to do the
work of one car load of oil! So much
for space.
The advantages of the uses of oil
have been so greatly appreciated that
within the last very few years, in Los
Angeles county alone, over 5,000 fac-
tories have adopted it. As coal con-
sumers they could not possibly have
existed.
In Northern California the use of
oil is becoming more and more gen-
eral. Flats, apartment houses, homes,
business blocks, hotels, factories, mills
and power houses use oil for fuel. Its
cleanliness, its economy in the matter
of space, its actual dollar-savin- g ca-
pacity, combine to make it the ideal
fuel of fuels.
A general demand is being felt in
all of the fields for enough oil to sup-
ply the foreign as well as the home
markets. Russia is a large consumer
of oils. Japan is reported to be about
to remove the duty imposed over a
year ago on our oil and by that
means to revive a very fair-size- d for-
eign market. In China, our oil, in a
refined state, is very largely used, in-
deed. An official of the Standard Oil
Company recently informed the writer
that the high-grad- e light 'oils of
Sumatra were cutting into our Mongo-
lian trade very considerably on ac-
count of their market for it;( but the
American oil consumed by China is an
enormous quantity.
Our own provinces consume a
great deal of the product, and with
oiling stations for the navy, we may
expect an unprecedented activity
among producers to supply our dis-
tant oiling stations, as they can barely
keep up with the demand now.
For four thousand miles and more
We call your attention to a fact o
signal importance to yourself.
There are two positions in life for
you
You must follow your own dictation
and he independent, or you must fol-
low the path laid before you by some
member of the old school and follow
the old rut, and mayhap still drive a
delivery wagon.
Knowing as we do, that you are to
be independent is our reason for ad-
dressing you. Listen and we will tell
you how to gain that independence.
First, make your money work for
you.
Second, save from the money that
you earn from the money that works
for you, and make that work too.
Third, save from the savings from
the money that you earn from the
money of that money that works for
you and make that work also.
Everyone knows that very little can
be done from the interest that one re-
ceives from the savings banks. There-
fore a better means of investment.
Something that is safe yet earning
large dividends.
And it is of this that we are about
to talk.
Surely you wouldn't care for a bet-
ter investment than California Oil.
Investors in the East derive the
paltry sum of three and one-hal- f cents
on their hard-earne- d dollar for its use
for one year, while the stockholders
in the same bank paying 3 2 per cent
to the depositors receive no less than
140 per cent on their dollar invest-
ed in the stock of the bank, during
the same year. These figures are
taken from the actual report of the
directors of one of the wealthiest
banks in New York City, and any one
who wishes to know the truth of it
can easily enough determine it on the
commercial sheets when the dividends
are declared. And the dividends so
declared are largely derived from
money invested in California; more
often than not in the oil industry of
the "Golden State." Being
interested almost solely in oil, from
which vast fortunes are realized year-
ly, we would like to make a state-
ment of the reasons why we believe
that oil affords today greater chances
for gigantic, legitimate returns on in-
vestments than any other industry.
In the first place, oil is the great
fuel of the Pacific Coast. Two and
one-hal- f barrels of oil are equal of
one ton of coal in thermal units. In
other words, the same amount of heat
can be obtained from 2 2 barrels of
oil as can be obtained from one ton
of coal. But the difference in price
is very great. Coal, producing the
same amount of heat per ton as 2 2
barrels of oil, costs anywhere from
$6 to $8 per ton wholesale. Two and
one-hal- f barrels of oil figured at the
market delivery price of $1 per bar-
rel, costs $2.50 a saving of from
$3.50 to $5.50 on every ton of coal dis
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California National Crude Oil Co. SUBSCRIPTION BLANK
I. W. HELLMAN BLDG.,Loa Angeles, Cal.
Gentlemen: Enclosed Find Dollars
S haresfor which please issue me
of the Treasury Stock of the above Corporation
Name
California National Crude Oil Company
I. W. HELLMAN BUILDING, Los Angeles, California.
